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Don’t Miss Valuable Discounts In This Week’s Issue!
Special Coupons Section on Page 15
The Challenger has coupons for a variety of everyday things that are needed, from tasty food at a popular eatery to even a discount on getting a subscription to 77ze Challenger, with pro
ceeds going toward a worthy cause. If you have a business, maybe you want to explore utilizing the world wide web? Don’t miss our great values, including normal automotive mainte
nance services - Oil and Filter changes, A/C Work, Transmission Fluid changes, tire rotation. Then top it off by keeping your car looking clean with pur Car Wash coupons. We even have
discounts on gear honoring our city St. Petersburg. Give
advertisers a call, or stop by.,, but don’t forget yodr coupon... this week in The Challenger and

these

AND ALWAYS ON OUR WEBSITE - www.theweeklychallenger.coni

From the
General
■ ‘Manager

by Barry A. Me Intosh

With the passing of one
year, we welcome a new
one. With this perennial
transition; it is always ben
eficial to reflect on what
has transpired over the
course of the last 12
months
In the case of The
Weekly Challenger, we can
say a lot has happened; ’I

will attempt to highlight notice. We went from
just-a few of the things that 32,000 hits in our first
we are most proud of, and month to oyer1 64,000 by
where we will continue to the end of December,' for
provide a quality product to over a 100% increase Of
your homes
those, we average 2/5%
In February, we intro international visitors each
duced
The
Weekly month. Now, whenever you
Challenger to the world,, leave home, you don’t have
with Our first web site..? to.leave your hometown
and the world has taken newspaper behind^ It’s

always just a chck away
And here at home, your
newspaper has gained the
acceptance of many more
readers; Circulation has
seen double digit increases
in our core area
In February, we also
unveiled our first annual
Black History Essay con
test Twelve deserving stu
dents from Pinellas County
schools were honored for
their stones on how an
African-American person
ally impacted their lives
The Black History Essays
contest was the first of
many new features aimed
at our youth that The
Challenger would create
under the umbrella of the
I.M.P.R.E.S.S. program
More on that later
A busy February also
marked another landmark
event in Challenger history

Manager
continued on pg. 5

Sobriety Holiday Weekend/Christmas
Party a Total Success!——-—
—

A few of the children who enjoyed the day’s activities, displayed much
patience, posing for a photo while so much was going oh at Lake Vista
Ernest Williams
Community Center.
| ST. PETERSBURG - Petersburg Inc., The St
The Proof was in the pud Petersburg Police Depart
ding as Everyone's Youth ment, arid Eatth Mission,
United,; Inc., gave its 3rd Inc.
Annual Sobriety Holiday
Dozens of Sponsors
Weekend/ Christmas Party participated in the) event
for needy families in St: including Coca Cola of St.
Petersburg December 20- Petersburg, Verizon Mort
gage Investors Inc.; Good
22.
This year’s partners of Humor/Bryer’s Icecream,
the event who played key Smart & Final,' Winn
roles in its success: were. Dixie, Publix, The Red
Mr. and Mrs. Watson Haynes
The Coalition for a Safe Cross, The Davis/Bradley
photos by Bill Thomas
arid
Drug
Free
St Center, Second Chance Life Skills', The Frank
City of St. Pete Sanitation,

■

Annual Dr. Martin Luther King
January 16
section that everyone will want

; •_

-get a copy of, and a’ wonderful

opportunity tofriach tfWMd'r fran-"
Arnet icon corn niura uy to promote
. your product or .seryivA.
’/feaH Wday ~

J

Everyone Gan Advertise Jo This
Section!

Peterman Campaign, Pine
llas Wholesale Meats, The
Meathouse of St. Pete,
Tropicana U-Haul, Coca
Cola Road Jam, Sonship
Ministries, Inc.,. Last
Realm Entertainment, N.E.
Exchange Club, AmSouth
Bank, All Tickets & Tours,
Blumenthal & Associates,
Fortunatos Italian market;

You Inspire Me
Read about
Nakita Moody
oxi Page 9

Jack A. Donehey Insur
ance, American Sunday
Plate, Kash & Karry,
Merita Bakery Outlet,
Marbo Chinese Restaurant,
Advantage Signs, Pinellas
County Schools, Children
& Family Services, The
Pinellas County Sheriff’s
Office/Boot Camp, and
ParkSide Mall showed up
to the party with bags of
needed toys.
It began with a Santa’s
workshop on Friday the
20th, where all three part
ners began working on the

Party
continued on pg. 6

WE BELIEVE
IN PEOPLE

Paul Olden Calls It Like He Sees It

Paul Olden

by Candace K, Clarke
Challenger Staff Writer
If you turn the radio
dial at the right time, to the
right station, you’ll be

photos by Rassi

lucky enough to catch him.
Indeed, when you tune into
the Dqvil Rays on your
AM dial, you’ll find Paul
Olden broadcasting plays

on WFLA 970. With a rich
baritone to greet and keep
the audience captivated,
you could say he’s got that
voice. The one that just
sounds like, well - the
voice.
Bom in Chicago, and
raised in Los Angeles,
Olden knows a thing or
two about traveling. As
one half of the play-byplay announcing team
(partnered with veteran
Charlie Slowes) for the
Tampa Bay Devil Rays,
Olden can rattle off a list of
cities that he’s been to, one
of the perks of the job. He
has worked for the NFL as
well, most recently having
been chosen, as he has in

the last nine years, to serve
as public address announc
er at the Super Bowl. What
makes his story all the
more interesting is that
Olden, now a 14-year vet
eran, is the only Black
play-by-play announcer in
major league baseball.
"I don’t know why
more minorities don’t get
into radio broadcasting,"
he questions earnestly.
"Most kids want to go into
TV, I guess," he concludes.
For Olden, the choice to go
into broadcasting was
never really doubted. As a
matter of fact, you could

Olden
continued on pg. 9

Bush Postpones Visit to Africa
© 2002 This Day News
(allAfrica.com)
LAGOS - President
-George W. Bush has postpoped a trip to Nigeria and
four other African coun
tries scheduled for January
next year.
The trip will be
rescheduled for later in the
year,' said White House
press
secretary
An
Fleischer.
Fleischer: said the
multi-nation trip, which
would have been Bush's
first to the African conti
nent, was being postponed
"due to a combination of
domestic and international
considerations."
"The president looks
forward to visiting Africa

in 2003 to continue build-;
ing America's partnership
with the continent and to
sharing firsthand with
African leaders his com
mitment to working on
issues ranging from the war
on terrorism to economic
development," Fleischer
said.
One senior administra
tion official denied that
security was a factor.
But law enforcement
sources said the Scret
Service had serious con
cerns for the president's
safety in Africa after last
month's terrorist attacks in
Kenya, for which Osama,
bin Laden's al Qaida net
work Claimed responsibili
ty.

Tampa Bay Black
Heritage Festival Still
Seeks Vendors----------TAMPA — The Tampa
Bay
Black
Heritage
Festival, Inc: is calling for
vendors and exhibitors
statewide to participate in
the third annual Tampa
Bay
Black
Heritage
Festival scheduled for
Friday through Sunday,
January 17-19, on the
Tampa Campus of the
University
of
South
Florida.

Vendors and exhibitors
will have the' opportunity
at the Street festival to fea
ture arid sell their wares to
the community at large.
"We are looking for artists,
artisans (craftsmen), and'
food vendors, just to name
a few. We anticipate a funfilled weekend to com-

Vendors
continued on pg. 12

7%e Weekly Challenger welcomes the following hew advertisers

Project New Life Housing Corporation
R’ Club • HlavePotential.com
If you’re looking to sell your home, Project New Life
Housing would like to buy it. See their ad bn page 17.
R’Club may be the after school program for your chil
dren for free. Check our their ad On page 3. Are you
looking to earn income from home. See if what
IHavePotential has to offer is right for you on page 19
The Weekly Challenger appreciates the fact that advertisers spend their pre
cious dollars with us. It is a privilege to offer their services to our readers.
And we hope that as readers, you patronize their businesses since they are
investing in a product that is targeted specifically to our communities. As an
added bonus to advertisers who put their trust in the power of The Weekly
Challenger, we want to call attention to them as they begin to appear in our
paper.

A senior White House
official, speaking on condi
tion of anonymity, said the
biggest international con
cern was the conflict with
Iraqi He advised against
interpreting the postpone
ment as any kind of signal
that Bush intends to accel
erate his timetable for
deciding whether to go to
War wjth Iraq.
On January 27, U.N.
weapons inspectors are due
to report their findings on
fraqi compliance with U.N.
Security Council disarma
ment demands. That is the
point at which Bush is
expected to decide on
whether to proceed with a
military campaign; against
Saddam Hussein.
The official said Bush
did not want to be out of
the country and away from
his foreign policy team in
the buildup toward the late-

January or early February
decision-making period.
On the domestic front,
Bush believes he needs to
spend extra attention on his
agenda because Sen. Trent
Lott's decision to drop out
of the Senate leadership
race leaves GOP senators
temporarily without leader
ship. (Sen. Bill Frist, RTN, has since been elected
to replace Lott.) There are
also several spending bills
that have not passed.
The official said that
none of these issues alone
would have caused the’
postponement
But, taken together, they
convinced Bush it was a
bad time to be abroad. He
made the decision on Dec.
20.
While Bush's intended
destinations in Africa were

Bush
continued on pg. 12
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A Living Memorial to Cleveland lohnjson/jr.

The Weekly Challenger

‘Black People Must Sell As Well As Buy Else Remain A Beggar Race”
Cleveland Johnson, Publisher
(1967 - 2001)

by Barry A. Mclntosh,

Barry A. McIntosh............................. General Manager
Ylonda Powell....................... Administrative Assistant
The Weekly Challenger Office:
2500 M.L. King Jr. (9th) Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

(727) 896-2922

Fax (727) 823-2568
email: tchallen@tampabay.rr.com
www.theweeklychallenger.com

• • • • •

THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best
lead the world from racial antagonism when it accords
to every man, regardless of race, creed or color, his
human and legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no
man... the Black Press strives to help every man in the
firm belief that all men are hurt as long as anyone is
held back.
MEMBER

Southeast Black
Publishers
Association
Inc.
SPABCC

General Manager
Few individuals make
a major impact on others
during their lifetime. Even
less accomplish things that
remain in memory after
they pass. Mr. Cleveland
Johnson is an exception to
both. His philosophy was
clear and simple. One
could not argue about his
focus and how it was the
catalyst that influenced the
vision of countless people
who met him.
Mr. Johnson was an
entrepreneur in the truest
sense. He created a suc
cessful newspaper, The
Weekly Challenger, out of
virtually nothing, and in
doing so he controlled his

destiny, and helped others
do the same. That is what
he preached incessantly; be
in control of your own des
tiny. To achieve that sort of
freedom, one must sell, and
even more importantly, sell
what belongs to them, not
someone else’s product or
service. In other words,
find yourself a business,
work it, be successful at it,
and thus dramatically re
duce your dependence up
on others for support.
Working for someone else,
and having them control
your income, has relegated
many African-Americans
to a beggar race, in some
cases more severely than
others. Nevertheless, as
Mr. Johnson experienced it,

working for someone else,
and buying and spending
more than selling has per
petuated some level of sub
jugation.
An
often-repeated
story from those who tried
as they could to write sto
ries for him was his
response to essentially "go
sell an ad, and keep your
story." He promoted the
participation in commercial
enterprise, controlling your
destiny. In addition, he
backed up what initially
seemed like a harsh request
by taking so many under
his wings and training them
to "sell." This town is filled
with people who took his
advice, and are forever
indebted to Mr. Johnson for

the success they’ve achieved.
For those of us who
were not privileged to meet
Mr. Johnson and folly un
derstand his philosophy, it
does us well to understand
the import of the words,
"Black People Must Sell
As Well As Buy, Else
Remain A ‘Beggar Race.’"
This is critically important
when we look at this equa
tion from the buying side.
For example, the National
Urban League reported that
during the decade of the
90s, "African-American
buying power increased
almost 73 percent." The
challenge we face with that
increase in disposable in
come is the problem with

too much spending.
Moreover, a 1997 U.S.
CensuS Bureau report
showed that Blacks spent
from .5 - 15% more
money, on average, than all
American consumers for
necessities like Food, Tele
phone, Utilities, Clothing,
and Major Appliances.
Another study by the
National Tour Association
showed that the Black fam
ily median income was
54% - 65% of white fami
lies in the four age groups
35-44, 45-54, 55-64, and
65+. Conversely, the same
study reported that a Black
family earning $30,000 a
year spends as much as a
white family earning
$50,000. No wonder that

Mr.
Johnson stressed
"Selling" over "Buying."
The net result: a negative
net worth for a significant
majority of African-Ameri
cans when compared to
white Americans with com
parable incomes.
"Cleve," as many af
fectionately called him, is
no longer here, but the
stark reality of our plight
remains. It thus does us all
well to reflect heavily on
what motivated him, his
legacy: "Black People
Must Sell As Well As Buy,
Else Remain A ‘Beggar
Race’," lest we find our
selves failing to heed Mr.
Johnson’s warning issued
out of love and respect for
all of us!

ly vote consistently against
their own interest. And yet
elections yield far worse
calamities than our failure
to see this majority emerge
in the U.S. Across Latin
America, people have
voted for their own killers
time after time, in the grip
of fear, bribery and the Big
Lie. One of many nagging
problems is that broader
participation is anathema to
incumbency on both the
right and left. New voters,
more work, uncertainty,
and more money. Basically,
it's just a big pain.
This is why no main
stream political force has
pursued it aggressively
with the exception of the
Democrats in the Civil
Rights era. White politi
cians, for the most part,
were dragged to it kicking
and screaming, but it was
one of the party's finest

hours. And the modem
Knights of Reaction be
lieve fervently that vote
suppression is cheaper and
more effective than expan
sion (as Joe Conason's
insights show). Basically,
reactionary forces have put
up barriers to voting as
quickly as others fall, from
the Black Codes to Kian
intimidation to Jim Crow to
poll taxes to reading tests to
loyalty oaths and Byzantine
registration processes.
There is an unbroken
historical link from slavery
to the scrubbing of voter
rolls in the name of accura
cy and fraud prevention.
Across the country, but
most pervasively in the old
Jim Crow South, restric
tions on felons voting have
continued this trend, with
the more insidious form
being a permanent loss of
suffrage, even after con

victs have served thei
time. A demographic fool
note? Hardly. What thi
means is that, notably ii
something like nine state
of the old Confederacj
upwards of 20% of Blacl
men are temporarily or per
manently disenfranchised
Now, we may be accused o
arrogance simply to assumt
that these potential soul;
'belong' to the left or pro
gressive majority. But th<
consistent targeting of thi:
and other constituencies bi
the right certainly implie:
that they think so (such a:
those targeted by Bil
Rehnquist in the nefariou:
Operation Eagle Eye ir
Arizona in the early 60'sand no, it didn't hurt his ap
pointment as Chief Jus
tice).

Suffering Suffrage!
The Weekly Challenger
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The Weekly Challenger
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COLUMNIST’S DISCLAIMER

The views expressed by The Challenger
columnists/advice columnists do not necessarily reflect
the views of The Weekly Challenger. By publishing such
columns, The Challenger is not advocating the following
of any advice or suggestion expressed.

by Daniel Patrick Welch
(Part 1 of a 3 part series)
Take a deep breath-or
better yet, a stiff drink.
Don't watch any news if it
makes you too sick, and try
to get plenty of fluids
(hopefully of the aforemen
tioned variety). But before
succumbing to the war
fever that is supposedly
gripping the nation, take
time to think a bit. I just
read a piece on vote sup
pression by Joe Conason,
and even though I feel sick
I must admit it struck a
chord. I've been mulling
over some thoughts about
this particular election, its
ancestors and its progeny,
and the GOP's penchant for
vote suppression is as good
a place to start as any.
'Challenging voters'
under the guise of 'prevent
ing fraud' is an old White
Supremacy trick-and until

Wfe/c/i lives and writes ir,
Salem, Massachusetts with his
wife, Julia Nambalirwa-Lugudde.
Together
they
run
The
Greenhouse School.

White Men Can Count A Lott

by Rick Adams
Several years ago there
was a popular movie enti
tled "White men can’t
jump" about neighborhood
basketball hustlers starring
Wesley Snipes and Woody
Harrelson. Well white men
may not be able to jump but
they sure can count. That’s
what’s wrong with the
white man today. That’s
why Trent Lott is no longer
the U. S. Senate Majority
leader. White males hope
their public display of "ra
cial enlightenment" will
mask their true motives.
In 1980 whites were
80% of the population in
the USA, today they are
only 69% and declining. If

you consider that a little
more than half the popula
tion is female then white
males are less than 40% of
the nation’s population!
Kind of puts you at a disad
vantage during a national
election. It’s the reason I
believe W and Jeb Bush
conspired to steal the 2000
presidential election. Re
member Gore won the pop
ular vote by 500,000 votes
fueled by strong support
from Black, Latino and
women voters, No wonder
so many former segrega
tionists and bigots now
chant the mantra of a color
blind society. But wait, it
gets worse, according to a
Republican strategist "If
the Republican ticket were
to take the same percent
ages of the Hispanic, black
and white vote in 2004 as it
did in 2000, said Matthew
Dowd, the White House's
pollster, it would lose the
popular vote by three mil
lion ballots and the
Electoral College. In 2000,
Mr. Bush received 544,000

fewer votes than Al Gore
but won the Electoral
College."
Do the math: 281 mil
lion U.S. citizens, of which
103 million are white
males, 107 million white
females, 35 million are
African-Americans,
35
million are Latinos, and 10
million Asians. That’s 80
million Blacks, Latinos and
Asians. Question: how
many of the white women
are progressives, union
members, liberals, poor,
working class or God for
bid Democrats? For the
sake of argument, lets say
about _ of the white women
fit in those categories,
which would be about 53
million. Hmmm . . . let’s
see. . .80 million Blacks,
Latinos and Asians added
to 53 million white women
that totals 133 million!
That leaves a balance of
148 million almost an even
match! Wonder how many
white males are progres
sives, union members, lib
erals, poor, working class

or God forbid Democrats?
Suppose only 25% of white
males are in the groups
mention above that would
mean there are 25 million
white male "traitors". The
bottom line is that at a max
imum the "white electoral
front" might only number
123 million out of a total
population of 281 million!
The calculations are rough
and do not consider contra
dictions such as Clarence
Thomas, Linda Chavez,
Phyllis Schafly or poor
white men like David Duke
who represent the confused
who end up on the wrong
side against their own self
interests. However the
overall calculations provide
a road map to politics in
these United States.
In addition, factor in
the reality that half or more
of the population does not
vote in any given election
and you can see why bar
ring former felons from
voting, designing confus
ing ballots and other tricks
are so important to affluent

white male conservative,
mostly republican voting
elites.
How frightening this
reality must be to an elite
group that has exploited
and oppressed people of
color and largely behaved
as male chauvinists toward
the female population. The
specter of "payback" must
cause many a sleepless
night among white males.
The Enron, WorldCom
crowd (mostly Republican
White males) hasn’t treated
workers any better resisting
a living wage, refusing to
raise the minimum wage
and stealing workers’ re
tirement funds. Adding to
the horror is the projections
that indicate the population
trend will continue.
So gaze into my crystal
ball for a peek at the future:
The Republican Party
will continue to cater to
white males while attempt
ing to include Blacks and
Latinos in highly visible
roles to advance the "illu
sion of inclusion". To

charter school legislation
has tremendous potential to
move forward. In Mas
sachusetts and Rhode Is
land, there are renewed
opportunities for the expan
sion of these independent,
innovative, parent-friendly
charter schools.
This past June, the

Constitutional cloud was
removed on school choice
when the U.S. Supreme
Court declared the Ohio
scholarship program con
stitutional. The only re
maining roadblock to wide
spread school choice is
political and with new lead
ership at the state level,

school choice traffic may
very well start moving.
South Carolina’s new gov
ernor, Mark Sanford, spoke
openly in support of the
kind of choice program that
has spread in Florida,
where children that are
trapped in failing schools
are given scholarships to

make their own choices.
Likewise, New Hamp
shire’s Craig Benson and
Maryland’s Bob Ehrlich
have been given the chance
to fulfill campaign promis
es to create real choices in
education.
The fact that candi
dates this year were able to

unabashedly proclaim for
their support for new inno
vations in how we deliver
and fund education is a
tribute to voters, who are
getting better at distin
guishing between conven
tional wisdom and pro
grams that have real poten
tial to improve schools. But

newsworthiness.
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2003 Holds Promise For
Education Reform
by Jeanne Allen
The education estab
lishment is in turmoil over
this year’s election results.
Education reform was vic
torious this November
with the election of several
new governors and legisla
tors whose platforms cov
ered a wide variety of
school choice efforts and
hard-core accountability
measures for schools.
Despite the best efforts of
their spin-meisters, cham
pions of the status quo
could claim few real victo
ries.
Typically, politicians
have been urged to stay
away from declaring them
selves friendly towards
reform in fear of a predict
ed backlash by the unions.
Not this time. In candidate
surveys and research con
ducted by the Center for
Education Reform, we
found that more than half
the candidates endorsed

tionary resistance to voter
reform was always Strom
Thurmond's historic fili
buster against the Voting
Rights Act. Instead, it has
been allowed to transform
itself into a sort of Klansmanship Without Robes.
Imagine John Ashcroft, a
stone's throw from being a
klansman himself, sending
out monitors to 'make sure
that every vote counts!' It is
Bizarro World stuff, The
Big Lie run amok.
No, I'm not ranting
here. I'm convinced this/
really is the crux of the
matter. Those of us on the
left all believe, more or less
and to varying degrees, in
some version of what we
might call the SPM: Sup
pressed Progressive Major
ity. It's not a pipe dream or
wishful thinking—common
sense also dictates that the
people shouldn't collective

Just a Thought...

SUBMISSIONS POLICY
Submissions to The Weekly Challenger may be edited for
reasons of space, clarity or for considerations of liability.
-All submissions become the sole property of The Weekly
Challenger. The Weekly Challenger reserves the right to
run all or part of any submission at a later time. Some
submissions may take precedence due to timeliness or

All rights reserved. No portions of this periodical may be
reproduced without expressed consent.

Florida 2000, it was widely
acknowledged as such.
What the Democrats' cyni
cal reaction to 2000 did
was far worse than their
short-term mindset could
have imagined. It allowed
the right wing to dress up
this old racist scam just like
David Duke tried to do
with the Kian in Louisiana.
The measured, lawyer-ly
response allowed the slick,
'modem' argument about
accuracy to become the
new republican mantra—
which hampers progressive
efforts for years to come.
What we rightly tried to do-and were - discouraged
from-is to make Jim Baker
look like Bull Connor. God
knows he fit the bill
enough, with his puffy red
face screaming into the
cameras.
. The poster boy and the
poster moment for reac

real education reforms,
like charter schools, school
choice and pay- for-performance for teachers.
When it comes down to
results, folly 52 percent of
choice supporters one and
51 percent of charter sup
porters won gubernatorial
races. This is great news
for a country where too
often education reform
comes to late to states that
need it the most.
The brighter picture
for reform in the states,
coupled with the fact that
more leaders in Congress
are now leaning toward
education reform, gives
unprecedented opportunity
to trounce the status quo
and usher-in badly needed
school choices and ac
countability in cities and
towns across the U.S.
States like Maryland,
New Hampshire, Hawaii
and Vermont have been on
the sidelines. Now strong

counter an unfriendly
torate they will staci
courts from the local
to the state to the fe
level with conservativ
Black, Latino and /
anti organized labor, \
ing class and poor
logues who often will
like us, a la Clai
Thomas who will
office for the next 40
to block the initiatives
growing liberal, woi
class, poor and peop]
color progressive maji
They will use the cr
national security to 1
imize policies that
severely limit indivi
civil liberties and ri
the workers’ ability t<
ganize and win a li
wage and thwart effor
make corporate Am<
more responsible and
sponsive to the needs o
average citizen.

t

Rick Adams is a 30-yea
eran of the Black Freedon,
Human Rights Movements,
an activist in Pittsburgh Pa.,
former radio talk show
RecipieMs of this article an
to publish and circulate as
as proper credit is given

the important wo:
ahead. New policymust heed this new
generation of parei
teachers and seize t
to make all school
better for all ch
Voters need to be wa
Jeanne Allen is pre.
the Centerfor Education
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TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS
Dr. Martin Luther King
Breakfast - January 20 Remember! Celebrate!
ST. PETERSBURG The St. Petersburg Metro
politan Section of NCNW
in partnership with The Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Commemorative Commis
sion is finalizing plans for
the 17th Annual Leader
ship Awards Breakfast to
be held on Monday, Jan
uary 20, 7:30 a.m. at the
St. Petersburg Coliseum,
535 Fourth Avenue North.
Doors open at 7:00 am.
Rev. Mason Walker,
Chair,
and
Dianne
Speights, will serve as this

year’s Co- Chair.
Tickets may be pur
chased through 12:00 noon
on Saturday, January 11
from the following ticket
locations:
Deanie K.
Beauty Salon, 2500 Dr.
Martin Luther King. Jr.
Street South; Barbara
Bolden/Enoch D. Davis
Center, 1111 18 th Avenue
South; Lou Brown Reality,
2900 18th Avenue South or
by calling members of The
St. Petersburg Metro
politan Section of NCNW
at one of the following

Silver Stars Social Club
“Stepping Into 2003 Dance”

numbers, (727) 866-6621,
(727) 864-3568 or (727)
822-7258. Tickets will be
returned by mail through
January 13. Reserved seat
ing will be honored for
tables of 10 tickets pur
chased on or before
January 11, 2003. Limited
tickets can also be pur
chased at the door after
7:15 a.m. For additional
information please contact
Dianne Speights at 727866-6621.

Lung Patient Receives
Vehicle Through Community
Partnership
Lung Association Now Accepting Patient Applications & Donated Vehicles
TAMPA - On Decern- dition are taken to the dealber 23, the American Lung ership for repair and
Association, in coopera restoration. The dealership
tion with Jerry Ulm provides all of the parts
Dodge, presented a vehicle and labor at no cost. Once
to a Tampa family with restored, a safety inspec
special medical needs, tion is completed before a
thanks to a collaborative candidate is chosen to
• community partnership receive the car. As vehicles
titled CARE (Committee become, available, patients ,
for Automobile Repair and are selected by CARE vol
Education). Cynthia Fuen unteers, based on their
tes, a single mother with need and disability.
asthma, needed transporta
The American Lung
tion to assist with the care Association takes applica
of her four children - three tions for CARE vehicles
with asthma and other
throughout' the year. In
chronic health problems.
order to qualify, an indi
She received a car that has vidual must have lung dis
been donated to the Amer ease - or have a family
ican Lung Association'-abd member With Iting1 dls'ease,•
restored by the Ulm deal
ership.
Rob Brenneke, Chair
man of CARE and Service
Manager for Jerry Ulm
Dodge, helps oversee the
Association's Vehicle Do
nation Program whereby
lU:
individuals donate cars to
the ALA in return for a taxdeduction. Cars that are
received in a suitable con-

I

HIRES
Difficulties, danger
and disasters are constant
ly gathering around us
daily testing our faith. It
only takes a moment to
look at the long term con
sequences of a few
moments of fun.
When resisting temp
tation seems to be
extremely hard, turn to
prayer and turn it all over
to God. Prayer will enable
us to grow and escape
from a disorganized,
unadjusted individual to a
highly self-directive and
effective human being.
Look deep before you
leap!

The Weekly
Challenger thanks
Badcock
Furniture, the

Verizon
Foundation, and

and have their condition
documented by a physi;
cian. The individual and/or
family must have a demon
strated need for transporta
tion in order to seek treat
ment for their medical con
dition. Applications are
available through the
American Lung Associ
ation at 1-800-780-5864.
Individuals who would
like to donate a car to the
Vehicle Donation Program
for the CARE program
should call the Asso
ciation's Corporate Office
at 1-800-771-5863.

3 9(0’
‘313'

Publlx.

. ST. PETERSBURG The Silver Stars Social
Club will be having their
“Stepping
Into
2003
Dance” on the 4th of

You Can Be Smoke-Free in 2003
Classes To Quit Smoking Offered Free By The Pinellas County Health
Department
St. PETERSBURG Now is the time to do
something good for your
self. The Pinellas County
Health Department is
offering classes, free-ofcharge, to help you in your
efforts to quit smoking.
The classes are scheduled
for Wednesdays from 6 to
7:30 p.m. at the Pinellas
County Health Center lo
cated at 12420 130th
Avenue North in Largo.
The
quit-smoking
course consists of three
classes. The first helps pre
pare ,you to quit; thp sec
ond and. tjiircj .classes pro

of 8 a.m. to 12 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
For more information
about the classes, please
call Carolyn Smith at 727824-6947.

• Community Dialogue Featuring
National Bar Assoc. President Malcolm
S. Robinson, Jan. 10, 9 - 11:30 a.m.,
Mirror Lake Lyceum, 737 Third Ave. N.
For more info, call 823-7474.
• 17th Annual Leadership Awards
Breakfast, Ian. 20, 7:30 a.m. St.
Petersburg Coliseum, 535 Fourth Ave. N.
Tickets must be purchased by Jan. 11.
(See article this page for more info.)
• Free Classes to Quit Smoking,
Wednesdays, 6 - 7:30 p.m., Pinellas
County Health Center, 12420 - 130th Ave.
N., Largo. For more info, call 824-6947.

Make
Your New
Year’?
Resolution
Count!

For more information about Community
Billboard, call us at (727) 896-2922

There Is A Reason To Read
The Weekly Challenger!

The Martin Luther King, Jr.

iS&

Commemorative
16th Annual Leadership and Awards Breakfast
partnering with the
NCNW St. Petersburg lM^propolitan Section

MO#;

IIS

au

• Advertise as low as $9.95/month
* Affordable Web Site Design
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ABSOLUTELY FREE!
No Weekly Fee!
No Registration Fee!
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Rev. M. Mason Walker
William Packer, Ir.
Keynote Speaker

Chairman, x
MLK Commemorative Commission

Open
Before School
7 a.m. - 9:40 a.m.
&
After School
4 p.m. - 6 p.m.

BREAKFASTijat
Safe. Constructive. Supervised.
•

Academic Enrichment

Homework Help and Tutoring
Drug Abuse Prevention Program
Community Service Learning Projects
Conflict Resolution Training

contributions to
the

•
•
•

Youth Advisory Council
Special Interest Clubs
Sports

I.M.P.R.E.S.S.
program - bene
fiting the youth

•
•
•

Arts and Crafts
Family Events
Field Trips

of our
communities.

vide support, helpful quit
ting techniques and useful
information to assist you
while you quit. The first
series of classes is sched
uled for January 8, 15 and
22, 2003. A Second series
is scheduled for January
29, February 5 and 12,
2003. The Pinellas County
Health Department Office
of Chronic Disease Pre
vention and Project Strong
Hearts sponsors the class
es.
Call today to register
for the Quit-Smoking
ci^^q^, gt,, (727^588-404Q,
ext. 121 hetwgen the hours

• Silver Stars’ “Stepping Into 2003
Dance,” Ian. 4, 9 p.m. until, Curtis Hall,
4834 - 18th Ave. S. For more info,
call 821-5192.

I!

•
•
•
•

the Tampa Bay
D-Rays for their

The Silver Stars Social Club
January at Curtis Hall, 821-5192.
4834 - 18th Ave. South
The Silver Stars mem
from 9 p.m. until.
bers would like to wish
For more details, everyone a blessed and
please call the President at happy new year.

COMMUNITY
BILLBOARD

Visit Vs at 70116th Street South or Call 578-KIDS

Safe

and

Drug-Free Schools

7:30 a.m.

January 20, 2003
S
The St. Petersburg Coliseum
535 4th Avenue N;| St, Petersburg, FL
(Exit

t-37$on1heleft) >

For information contact:

Mary Clowers - St. Petersburg (727) 864-3568
Diane Speights - St. Petersburg (727) 866-6621
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OPINION

TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues

Joan Sams (Lady Rapper),
Kenny Ransom, P.K. Kil
len, Jack Wooten, Samuel
J. Hemingway and other
party goers who came after
j
Ileft.
TAMPA - Making sure trailers delivered enough beans, canned ham and
My info source said
that no one goes hungry food to fill the plates of chicken and rice.
they
serve breakfast on the
this holiday season, Winn- 40,000 needy people in the "The trucks were filled
second Saturday in the
Dixie’s Central Florida area. "We're just over with the items requested
by
Mabel
Cooper
month
from 8-10 a.m. to
Division donated $12,000 whelmed at their generosi by Divine Providence
anyone and members. Al
in food to the Divine Pro ty," said Morris Hintzman, Food Bank and Metro
so, the club donates to dif
vidence Food Bank and President of Metropolitan politan Ministries, said
ferent charities, furnishes
Metropolitan Ministries on Ministries. "This is just Mark Sellers, division
transportation to and from
Tuesday, Dec. 17 at Metro what we needed, and we manager for Winn-Dixie
the
voting places during
politan Ministries under didn't even have to call Central Florida. "We asked
elections and they allow
the Holiday Tent.
them. Winn-Dixie did this them what they needed
several civic non-profit
According to Hillsbo on their own."
most, and that's what we
and various alumni organi
rough Task Force oh Hun
Divine
Providence delivered. We are doing
zations to use their meet
ger Collaborative there are Food Bank and Metro our part to ensure that no
ing room.
50,000- hungry people in politan Ministries shelves one in our area goes hun
This club was organ
Hillsborough County and were replenished with gry this holiday season. By
ized
February 1999 with
5,744 people are homeless. much needed holiday din donating
much-needed
P.J.
Killens
as President
Winn-Dixie’s food .dona ner items including tur food to West Florida’s area
and still is, James Goss,
tion will produce 40,000 keys, cookies; cake mixes, food banks, we’re doing
Vice
President. J.T. Baker,
meals for those less fortu yams and gravy. Other our part in replenishing
Retirees Club Members
Secretary, James Carring
nate living in West Florida.. products include canned their many bare shelves."
A
JAM-UP
HOLIDAY'
bers
are
friendly
and
helpton,
Treasurer, House
"Two Winn-Dixie tractor goods, tuna, peanut butter,
AFFAIR
ful. On very good author Committee - Robert L.
Lord a mercy, an after ity, I was told that guests Jackson, Parliamentarian,
noon
spent with the Re must be accompanied by a Alvin Bums, Sgt. at Arms,
Nexus - Paul Mitchell
tirement
Resource Center club member and must Joe Kimble and By-Laws
Design Essentials - Menders
Revlon - T.C.B. - Bantu
members on December sign the guest register and Constitution, Homer
21st was one of pure pleas book when entering. The. Smith.
ires
ure. Those men took the member usually has a key
They were a chromeairstyling
bull by the horns - if you’ll for entering. Also, guests plated bunch, all of them.
342711th Avenue North
pardon the expression - are welcome in the outer Through this writer, they
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
and outdid themselves room to sit and chew the say thanks to you for shar
Telephone: 323-8649
with another jam-up holi fat, play cards and domi ing in their joyous party
• New Year!
day party. The early after nos.
and to the guys who helped
noon dinner and party was
The members set up a made it possible.
held way out on 49th St. groaning table with soul
On December 22, 1883, Arthur Wergs Mitchell,
and 4th Ave. S. in their food galore. A special
HOME FOR THE
the first African-American to be elected to Congress,
clubhouse, or Resource mention must be made of
HOLIDAYS
was born in Lafayette, Alabama.
Center.
the menu that obviously
Houses spilling over
It was wall to wall was the result of many with family on Christmas
with invited guests, club hours of preparing and day were the busiest, the
Accefit ftJmkeM (foMfieMa&tiwa & “PCP
and family members. The cooking. Those cooks crowded, the most hectic
celebration started at 2 ought to be given, a medal and most certainly the
p.m. and kept going until for catering excellence. most fortunate ones of all.
We Specialize Also In:
all the party pleasures were There were large serving Families traveled in, and
Weight Loss Body Wraps
gone.
pans of baked turkey with others flew out, in that
• Lymphatic Facials
The small, smart club dressing, bar-b-que pig December ritual with
• Sports Massage
which has long been the trotters and ribs with tangy meaning called “going
• Carpal Tunnel
gathering
place for, club finger licking sauce, suc home for .Christmas’’,,
• Fibromyalgia
members and guests - and culent roast beef, baked
Home is where every
ellness & Massage Center
’sometimes for pleasure chicken and Virginia ham. one wants to be for the hol
UROMUSCULAR MAS SAGE
seekers - just seems to re Of course, collard greens, idays. Because getting to
NUTRITION & RELAXATION MASSAGE
main the magnet for the red beans and rice, string gether with your family,
328-7600
3727 Central Avenue
crowd.
beans, potatoes, a bean stopping to say hello to old
LIC. #MM005879
The atmosphere is cas casserole, lasagna and friends, that’s what the
FAX 328-8869 ,
ual, and most of the mem macaroni and cheese, com holiday season is all about.
bread and a variety of sal Though one can’t really go
ads, For dessert there was home again - except in
cake - beautifully decorat memory - some scenes this
M-F 8:30-8:30 • Sat. 8:30 to 6:30 • Sun. 12 to 6
ed at that - and cold sodas. past Christmas got as close
Family Owned
22nd Ave. & U.S. 19 North
There was a lot of lip as possible to that innate
5 Star Dealer
St. Petersburg 727-321-0500
smacking and tongue-tick- longing.
MINIMUM TRADE $4,000 ON THESE SELECT VEHICLES
ling going on. Some peo
In my next This ‘n
‘91 Ford
$7,995 ‘98 Chevrolet
List
List
$12,995
‘98 Buick
List
$14,99!
ple were busy off and on That write around we will
Discount
-1,000
Discount
-2,000
Discount
-2.00(
visiting the table for refills. let you read about some of
Minimum Trade -4.000
Minimum Trade -4.000
MinimumTrade -4.00(
$2,995
Taurus 21,000 miles
Monte Carlo
$6,995
Regal Limited
$8,99’
The music was terrific, those holiday day travelers
the top shelf spirits divine - who called or someone
‘94 Mercury
List
$8,995 2000 Chevrolet
Lis)
$12,995
‘99 Chevrolet
List
$15,99!
Discount
-1,000
Discount
for those who wanted it - : called to let us know.
-2,000
Discount
-2.00C
Minimum Trade -4,000
Minimum Trade -4.000
Minimum Trade -4.00C
and plenty of laughs.
Sable
$3,995 Cavalier
$6,995
Astro Van
$9,99!
Some of the invited
Yes, I know I’ve said
‘96 Isuzu
List
$9,995
‘99 Pontiac
List
$12,995
‘99 Dodge
$16,995
List
guests
enjoying
were:
it, and I’m going to say it
Discount
-1,000
Discount
-2,000
Discount
-3.00C
Minimum Trade
Wallace “Wawa” Hines, again - OK? Someone
-4,000
Minimum Trade -4.00C
Minimum Trade -4,000
Hombre Pick-Up
$4,995 Grand Am
$6,995
Conversion Van
$9,995
John “Ice Man” Allen and might’ve missed it.
Mary (Lady Ice) Allen,
‘97 Dodge
List
$9,995 ‘99 Mercury
$12,995
To those we love and
List
‘01 Dodge
$16,995
List
Discount
-1,000
Discount
-2,000
Discount
-2.000
Diane (Lady Wawa) Hines, see each day and other
Minimum Trade -4,000
Minimum Trade -4,000
Minimum Trade -4.000
John T. and Beatrice loved ones far away. To all
Stratus
$4,995 Mystic
$6,995
Intrepid
$10,995
1
Baker, James Bums and good friends whose friend
‘93 Chevrolet
List .
$9,995
‘98 Buick
List
$12,995
‘98 Honda
List
$16,995
James
C. Boss. Others ship means so much and
Discount
-1,000
Discount
-1,000
Discount
-2.000
Minimum Trade -4,000
Minimum Trade -4.000
enjoying- were: Joseph those with whom we are
Minimum Trade -4.000
Caprice Classic Wagon
$4,995 LeSabre
$7,995
Passport
$10,995
Kimble, Alvin Bums, Joe somehow out of touch.,,
‘97 Dodge
List
$9,995 ‘01 Ford
N. Holmes, Sr., Monroe may happiness be yours at
$13,995
List
‘99 Mercury
List
$17,995
Discount
-1,000
Discount
-2,000
Discount
-3.000
Davis, Roy Robinson, Christmas and always,
Minimum Trade -4,000
Minimum Trade
-4,000
Minimum Trade -4.000
*$*$*
Intrepid
Willie
Foster, James Cur$4,995
Escort
$7,995
Mountainer
$10,995
rington, Sr., and Pearce
UNTIL NEXT WRITE
‘98 Dodge
List
$9,995 ‘99 Ford
List
$13,995
‘02 Dodge
$1-8,995
List
Kelley.
Discount
-1,000
AROUND, KEEP LOVE
Discount
-2,000
Discount
-3,000
Minimum Trade -4,000
Minimum Trade -4.000
Minimum Trade -4,000
Others from this eye
IN YOUR HEART.
Neon
$4,995 Taurus
$7,995
Intrepid
$11,995
level were: Marvin L.
STAY LOOSE!
‘96 Dodge
List
$9,995
‘99 Chrysler
List
$13,995
‘01 Dodge
List
$18,995
GibsOn, .Barbara Norris,

Winn Dixie To Donate $12,000
In Food To West Florida
Charities —-----------------------------------

THIS &
THAT
(823-6092)

by Fenn Ellery

Keep Fighting
As 2003 begins, any Intelligence had strong
opinion columnist has a warnings before 9/11/01 chance to review 2002 and we failed to dramatize and
what the'column covered - publicize the threat. About'
or failed to cover. Then to five years ago this colum
do some overall planning nist wrote a Letter To The
for 2003. During the year Editor to the major daily
the plan is to have at least paper here about the prob
half of the columns cover ability of new bombing thesq general topics:
but they didn't run it.
LEADERSHIP Probably not to scare peo
TRAINING AND DE ple’
VELOPMENT, focused on
CLEVE JOHNSON
the need to grow greater AND SELLING. Mixed
"grass roots" contact and with some saving and also
involvement. Real satis some investing! Whether
faction comes when: (a) I your income comes from
attend a Front Porch meet entrepreneurship and own
ing and hear Brother Ki- ing your own business, or
ambu Mudada talk about working for someone else,
going door-to-door to get readers should be aware of
people involved.
the value of compounding
And (b) when Gershon interest, and IRA Plans and
Faulkner in Rep. Frank 401(k) Plans. Save at least
Peterman's office gives me a little each week, before
a glossy-printed flyer a- you spend.
bout Inner Circle, a leader
When-you have a me
ship development group dian household income
focusing on politics. Also stunted by Segregation and
(c) about the Leadership race it sounds hard if not
Coalition which realtor impossible, but many peo
Lou Brown has headed; ple save a little while man
plus a new Leadership aging to survive. Still, the
Consortium and their key to controlling your
"Project HIRE US".
Own destiny is to Sell (as
INTERNATIONAL well as to Save) more than
LY ACCEPTED PRINCI you Buy.
PLES OF MANAGE
UHURU GENERA
MENT AND ORGANI TION, FREE AT LAST!
ZATION. These won't be There are large numbers of
my ideas, but they: (a) dis Retirees out there who
till .centuries of Teaming couldn't "make waves" or
' 'and ffiooks? article’s, etc?, " rock the boat" earlier. We '
front around the woiTd?** had to ptit bread bn the
and (b) they are accepted - table, and feed and clothe
and taught in universities - kids. Keep your job, be
all around our world.
steady, then also worry
THE RACIAL IN about promotions and pay
COME GAP, of course. To increases.
continue to try to push this
Today this Uhuru. Gen
into public consciousness, eration is FREE. We can
and to publicize the 2000 sound off about what is
Census figures as soon as right, what is wrong, and
available. Segregation and stand up to be heard - by
the gap are two of the ugli- •1 public officials, the School
est parts of America, a Board, anyone who makes
pimple on the backside of decisions about our lives.
Democracy. It's obvious I A better life for the kids,
feel strongly that it is with fewer racist head
wrong and unjustified, and worms getting infested
will try to encourage all into our children!
real leaders to speak out
WHITES
NEED
about it.
HELP TOO. Neither White
AMERICAN RAC ACTs (American Citizen
ISM, and the ROLE OF Taxpayers) nor Black
THE MEDIA AND MIN- ACTs are monoliths, a uni
ISTERIALS. Other institu fied stereotype. We are all
tions - education, realtors, over the map, also spread
etc. - are important, but our from good people to bad,
values and beliefs, and concerned about America,
learning
about
them Democracy, and our kids.
through the media, are cru The average White ACT
cial. There are specific does, in my experience,
programs to attack racism, need some wakeup calls;
stereotyping, , and the
The average Black
NCCJ needs to do more ACT also has benefit to
than "preach to the choir."
come from the wakeups
GUERILLA
THE and working together! The
ATER. Fear, and concern real change we need goes
about what might or could well beyond what individ
happen, is pervasive in uals, no matter how moti
American Society today. vated and concerned, can
Fear is used in advertising achieve. And, when will
in many ways; ministers we see any White ACT
use fear of the unknown as equivalent to the late Dr.
well as disease and the King?
afterlife. Heaven and Hell.
Fenn Ellery, ACT But Guerilla Theater (727) 866-2540. Email:
should not be left to patnfenn @ aol.com
(Fenn Ellery is a resident of
President Bush alone.
St. Petersburg, and is a member
When bombers hit the of AAVREC, the AfricanWorld Trade Centers sev American Voter Research and
Education
Committee,
and
eral years ago, and told us CUSP, Citizens United in Shared
they would be back - and Prosperity.)
they did come back after
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H
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DAYTON ANDREWS DODGE

-1,000

Minimum Trade

-4,000
$4,995

Gran Caravan

Discount

Concord

List

Protege

Discount
-2,000
Minimum Trade •4.000
$4,995

Neon

‘97 Chevrolet

List

‘00 Ford

‘02 Dodge

$8,995
List
Discount

Minimum Trade

List

$14,995

Dakota Quad
‘00 Pontiac

-4,000
$8,995

$14,995

List
Discount

-2,000

Minimum Trade

Montana
2000 Dodge

List

-2,000

Discount

-2,000

Discount

Minimum Trade

-4,000
$5,995

Minimum Trade

-4,000
$8,995

Minimum Trade

List

Discount
Minimum Trade

Extra Cab Pick-Up
List

Discount
Minimum Trade
Breeze

511,995

Discount
. Minimum Trade

Discount

Ventura Van
‘97 Nissan

$10,995

-1,000

Minimum Trade -4.000

‘98 Mazda

‘99 Plymouth

7Je Weekly Challenger thanks Republic Bank for their
contribution, benefiting students at .Melrose Elementary.

Discount

$11,995

Taurus
‘99 Pontiac

List

$14,995

Durango
‘01 Dodge

List

-2,000

-4,000
$12,995

$19,995
-3,000
-4.000
$12,995

$19,995
-2,000

-4000
$13,995

$21,995

-2,000

Discount

-2,000

Discount

-4,000
$5,995

Minimum Trade

-4.000

Minimum Trade

Bonneville

-4.000
$15,995

$11,995

‘98 Pontiac

List

$24,995

$8,995

List

$14,995

-1,000

Discount

-2,000

-4.000
$6,995

Minimum Trade

-4,000

Transporter

$8,995

1500 Quad Cab
‘01 Ford

Discount

Minimum Trade
F150 Quad Cab

-2,000

-3,000

-4,000
$17995

Please Support Our Paper
By Patronizing Our Advertisers

Need A DEPENDABtE CflBP
Need An AFFOBDflBEE CARP
Most Cars

UnderS2onn

WE FINANCE
SKYWAY MOTORS, INC.
540 34th Street South

CALI US
TODAY!

^AMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues
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Manager from pg. 1
We were introduced into
the public school system,
something we believe to be
unprecedented. We’re anx
ious to hear of any other
Afpcan-American weekly

plishments of AfricanAmericans, changing the
way we live our lives
today.
Inspire Me pro
files youths who have
overcome obstacles to ex
cel in school, providing ex
newspaper that is essential cellent peer models for our
ly part of an NIE (News school aged children. Did
papers In Education) pro You Know looks at little
gram. It was truly an honor known belief systems, cul
to be entrusted with help tures, and facts that help us
ing in the education of our all to broaden our hori
most treasured asset, our zons. Sometimes it’s just
young people!
fun trivia facts. As our
Ini March we phased knowledge base continues
into a 100% electronic pro to expand, a natural by
duction process, convert product is the reduction of
ing from 100% manual ignorance, and with the
paste-up of our pages, and dwindling of ignorance,
redundant typing of news prejudice and bigotry be
articles. After 5 months of gin to disappear.
Also in October, The
working toward the goal of
Challenger
was acknowl
producing a publication
completely created bn a edged as a major sponsor
computer screen, and elec for the Pinellas County
tronically transferred to Education Foundation’s
celebration.
our printing facility, we Doorways
Through
The
Challenger
’s
accomplished it. We have
successfully utilized tech efforts, a $5,000 college
nology to bring to you a scholarship for an Africanmore crisp, sharp, and American youth has been
secured from a South side
organized product:
In June, we published St. Petersburg Elementary
bur first ever Juneteenth school, and a $1,000 schol
Special Section. It was a arship fpr ah Africanhighly informative 16 page American through PinCllas
product which not only Technical Education Cen
told the story of the' oldest ter’s SAVE program.
In November, The
African-American celebra
tion in the country? but also Challenger published an
rich stories about the other new feature, Student
Middle Passage; the eco Athletes' of the Month.
nomics of ending slavery; Each month,- we. recognize
and it reproduced sbmC two students,, a male and a
legal documents that are female who have excelled
tied to our civil freedoms in a sport, AND achieved a
comparably high quality of
in this country.
In June, we also be work inside the classroom.
All of these features
came the official print
facets
of
the
sponsor of the second and
I.M.P.R.E.S.S.
program
largest African-American
celebration in St. Peters- 1 have become possible, be
burg? -Juneteenth, held at cause of our ‘corporate
sponsors; Badcock Home'
Campbell Park.
■Furnishings,
Verizon, PL
During June, we also
celebrated our nomination nellas County Education
as a finalist in the A: Phil Foundation, ? Tampa Bay
lip Randolph Messenger Devil Rays, GPM Inc.,
Awards, acknowledging Edward White Hospital,
the best examples of writi •Florida Power? AmSouth
ng excellence in the coun Bank, Republic Bank and
try among African-Amer SouthTrust Bank. We truly
thank our partners who
ican newspapers.
In October, The Chal aren’t just talking the talk,
lenger debuted several hew but walking the walk, prac
features as part of the ticing giving back to our
I.M.P.R.E.S.S, a compre treasured'community.
In November, The
hensive program aimed at
helping our youth achieve Challenger for the first
greater heights. It’s a mul time, was a presenting
ti-pronged grass roots 'ef sponsor of a critical event
fort to help shape the to our community, Bayfthinking and aspirations of ront Medical Center’s
our young ones by exam African-American Health
ining history, learning les Forum. The one day event
sons, developing pride, and focused on the major ill
becoming inspired. It pro nesses and diseases that .
motes positive youth role affect African-Americans
models, and encourages at much higher percentages
learning and understanding than the general popula
of differences. Lastly, it tion, diseases such as
stimulates involvement in AIDS? Colon, Breast and
the communication pro1 Prostate Cancer, High
cess, namely reading; com Blood Pressure, Diabetes,
and Sickle Cell. More im
prehension, and writing.
I.M.P.R.E.S.S. is an portantly, guidelines were
acronym which stands for provided to take preventive s
Influencing inspiration, measures when possible:
As you can see we
Modeling positive peer
have
had a very momen
pressure, Promoting role
models, Raising consci tous year, and we continue
ousness and awareness.
Encouraging
learning,
Supporting personal devel
opment, and Stimulating
involvement.
To achieve these lofty
goals, in addition to the
previously
introduced
Black
History Essay
Contest, were new features
.in October, namely Where
Would You Be Without, You
Inspire Me, and Did You
Know. Where Would We Be
Without is a feature which
promotes the accom

to look forward to im
proving the content and
quality of your product. In
January,
another
big
change will occur. We will
debut a major addition to
our web presence. In addi
tion to our normal web
site, will be»a new one that
displays our newspaper
exactly as it appears in its
paper format, page by
page, complete with adver
tisers. It will be a fully
searchable and archivable
web site, by news content,
advertising, and edition.
Another added benefit for
advertisers will be the abil
ity of users to click on an
ad, and getting driving
directions from their door
to the advertiser’s. We’re
excited about continuing to
take advantage of emerg
ing technologies, and mak
ing our product more valu
able to all who read it.
Also in January, The
Weekly Challenger ‘will
have its first annual I.M.
P.R.E.S.S. luncheon rec
ognizing our corporate
partners AND the youths
who have been directly
affected by the program.
St. Petersburg College,
GPM Inc., the Tampa Bay
DCvil Rays, and Wachovia
Bank are the sponsors for
the luncheon, with Sunday
American Plate providing
the noontime meal.
January wouldn’t be
complete without our Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr;
special section. It will be
great reading,‘We’re hon
ored to have secured inter
views with at least two
major civil rights leaders in
our nation, Walter E. Faun
troy, and Reverend Fred
‘Shuttlesworth. Fauntroy
was hand ‘picked by''Dr. "
King to represent him in
Washington, while Shut
tlesworth is the only sur
viving member of the "Big
3" shapers of the modern

civil rights movement.
We also have the honor
of being a major sponsor
for the Third Annual Tam
pa Bay Black Heritage
Festival in Tampa. Look in
our King special section
for all of complete listing
of their activities.
During February, we
will introduce a new spe
cial section in honor of
Black History Month. It
too will be rich with infor
mation of value to our
communities. We’ll re
publish profiles of special
African-Americans who
made a difference, all in
one section.
Like you, and all of us,
The Challenger is looking
forward to another great
year of growth, and im
provement!

Poems Sought in
Contest--------------A $1,000 grand prize
is being offered in a new
poetry contest sponsored
by Celestial Arts, free to
everyone. A whopping
$50,000 in prizes will be
awarded during the com
ing year!
“Even if you have ne
ver entered a competition
before,” says Poetry Editor
Michael Thomas, “this is
your opportunity to win
big. Even if you have writ
ten only one poem, it

roann.p/jofovrap/ivbv-iames.com

by Valder Beebe

2002 - Books That
Make A Difference —

Church was organized in Jackson,
Tennessee

Rev. Clarence Williams

Eddie Pringle,
Worshipful Master

Saturday, January 11, Lodge #109 or call 8662003, at 6:30 p.m. at the 6334 or 867-1612.
St; Petersburg Masonic
Hall, 3131 - 18th Avenue
S., StiPewsbwrg.*
,, For more.’.information,,
'.r # ■.T’ * *
r' . ’ . '•
Idi, S
call or see any member off

Please, Baby, Please
"'Double Dutch: A CeleBy Spike Lee and Tonya bration of Jump Rope,
Lewis Lee, Kadir Nelson Rhyme and Sisterhood
(Illustrator)
by Veronica Chambers,
Reading level: Ages 4-8
Tonya Lewis Lee (IntroPublisher:
Simon
& duction)
Schuster
Reading level: Ages 9-12
November 2002 - 1st edi- Publisher: Jump at the Sun
tion
October 2002 - 1st edition
In 2002 books auDouble Dutch: A
thored by celebrities were/ -Celebration of Jump
hot sellers. Spike Lee Rope, Rhyme and Sister(filmmaker) and Tonya hood. Photographs and
Lee Lewis (wife of Spike) graphics invite readers into
book is aimed at young the ancient sport (jumping
children (4-8 years). A double ropes) which dates
sweet, adorable story time back to the period of the
or bedtime book about lov Egyptians.
Voider Beebe', CEO of
ing and kind discipline of
www.photography-bychildren, which spawned jatnes.com, a Dallas newspa
the saying in the Lee per Editor and syndicated
household Please, Baby,' column writer. "Living the life
of her dreams: with her hus
Please.
band, James-and
their four kids."

The Weekly Challenger thanks our sponsors
for the I.M.P.R.E.S.S. program - Edward
White Hospital and AmSouth Bank. Their
contributions allowed 12 Pinellas County stuj
dents to showcase their writing talents,

HAVE YOU BEEN
INJURED IN A

years
reasons
_
ilk*** Reason number 14:»
• Were You Hurt?
• Need A Good Doctor And
Someone Who Will Properly
Document Your Case?

Registration in-person,
by phone or online

It's not too
late to enroll!

• Need A Ride To The Doctor?
• Need Your Car Fixed?

• Associate in Arts degree
• Associate in Science degrees
• Bachelor's degrees

11 fl O W!

• Certifica te progra ms

Classes start
Jan.13
7R341-4SPC
BWrww.spcollege.edu

Excellence in education since .1927

ESSENTIALS’"

• How About Lost Wages?
• Do You Need Someone To Help
You Get The Settlement You
Deserve For Your injuries?

if You Answered YES To Any Of These
Questions. Then You Need To
CailMeNowil

St.

You Ca/i Find These Products At These Locations:

TODAY'S Hair
323-9445
Angela's Hajr Safari
323-4840
C & C Hair Design
447-3090

| feature column

the Colored Methodist Episcopal

St. Petersburg Masonic Lodge
#109 P.H.A. 110th Anniversary
Celebration------------------------------ST. PETERSBURG St. Petersburg Masonic,
Lodge #109 celebrates the
history of their lodge in a
banquet at their Masonic
Hall.
Worshipful Master Ed
die Pringle invites the pub
lic to attend this gala affair.
Master of Ceremonies will
be Moses D. Holmes, Jr, a
member of St. Petersburg
Masonic Lodge #109.
Guest speaker will be
Rev. Clarence Williams,
Pastor of Greater Mt. Zion
African Methodist Epis
copal Church. This pro
gram will provide and gen
erate funds for Charitable,
functions.
The
Anniversary
^Banquet Will be held

For Your
| Reading
W|_^l Pleasure
W *1 '■ Iflf J

On December 16, 1870,

Professional Hair Care Products

Carla's Hair Affair
321-6802

.deserves to be read and ap
preciated. Beginners are
welcome!”
To enter, send one
poem 21 lines or less to:
Celestial Arts, P.O. Box
1140, Talent, OR 97540, or
enter online at www.free
contest.com.
Be sure your name and
address is on the page with
your poem. The deadline
for entering is January 31,
2003. A winner’s list will
be sent to all entrants.

2003

WAVES

MICHELLE B. PATTY

BY DESIGN”

TOTAL PERFECTION

Z A-L AVAR'S

.

321-5545

321- 1930
Center Stage Unisex SaLON

L'Orkel's Hair Design

327-4074

327-3354

ROBERT'S Hair SalON
866-7070

Before You Sign Up With Anyone Else My Services Are FREE
And Can Help Keep You From Making A Costly Mistake!

ikr^A.^BBgiys TOUCH

? 321-8146
Meme's Beauty
322- 1712

fll
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RAMBLING
Wl

"Yesterday has gone, forget
it. Today is here, use it.
Tomorrow may not come, So
don't wait on it."

896-2152
by Charles Howard
MORE UNIQUE WAYS
TO STRETCH A
DOLLAR
TAX FAX
This may surprise you,
but taxpayers pay out mil
lions of income tax dollars
each year - on nontaxable
income! Uncle Sam re
funds these unnecessary
payments when he spots
them, but many go unde
tected.
Here’s the lowdown on
nontaxable income.. The
six broadest categories of
such income - which al
most everyone knows
about - are social security
payments, railroad retire
ment payments, unemploy
ment compensation, wel
fare payments and, in some
cases, sick pay and work
men’s compensation.
However, there are less
well known case's of “nonincome”. For example, if
you work for the Civil
Service and are retired
with disability pay, this
disability income is con
sidered nontaxable sick
pay until you reach the age
of retirement. Other non
taxable income: gifts, life
insurance benefits, inheri
tances and? in many cases,

scholarships and grants.
For further' informa
tion: Taxable Income and
Nontaxable Income, Publi
cation 525, Internal Reven
ue Service.
**#$*
And now it’s that time of
the week again when we
share newsy tidbits with
you.

HOLIDAY VISITORS
Flying via skies were
Dr. Will Forehand and son
Darius from Detroit, MI,
Valerie (Forehand) Young
who motored in via auto
mobile fiom Clinton, MD?
also, Jocelyn Chapman and
daughter Jameia who jour
neyed in from Forestville,
MD, to visit with sister,
aunt, mother and grand
mother Arletha Chapman
of Queen St. S. While here,
much time was spent with
mother, grandmother and
great
grandmother,
Mildred Forehand, who is
a resident of Baypointe
Nursing Pavilion on 31st
St. S. Time was spent with
all family members in the
city.
jameia celebrated her
14th birthday on Christmas
Eve', December 24th, from

6 p.m. until the later part of
the night at the Queen St,
S. home of her grandmoth
er, Ms. Chapman. She was
the recipient of many love
ly gifts and quiet money.
Eating goodies consisted
of trays of party submarine
sandwiches, pizzas, can
apes, hors d’oeuvres, sodas
and birthday cake with ice
cream. An enjoyable even
ing was spent with family
members and good friends.
Everyone returns to their
respective destinations for
the new year. Safe and
happy trips, all. We love
you.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Today, Jan. 2nd “Happy New Year” Dana
Graham, Classie Wadley
and Katheryn Grayson; 3rd
- Jackie Robinson and
Antwoyn Mells; 4th Marquise “Lil Ice” Allen
and Tommie W. Lee DI.
Thru the 8th - A.J. Yates,
Raiford (Leroy) Barton,
Sarah Davis, Freddie
Glenn, Barbara Shephard,
Andrew Williams, Gena
Clark, Ellen- Smith, Gena
Rackett, Cassandra Jackson, Lessie Shorter and
Glenda Bright.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION
Was what it was all
about last Sunday, Decem
ber 29th, at the Elks Home
on 18th Ave. S. when
Deacon Willie Hutley
turned 93 years of age and
sister Elnora P. Simmons,
who turned 99 years of age

on December 17th, were
honored with a birthday
dinner from 4 p.m. until 7
p.m.
The Mistress of Cere
mony was Claudenia B.
Jones of New Hope
Missionary Baptist Church
and Carrie Hinton of
GalilCe. Devotion was pre
sented by Deacon Charlie
Hinton and Deacon John
Jenkins.
Scripture - Rev. Robert
Hill; Welcome - Anne Rob
inson, Galilee. Two se
lections were given by
Galilee Youth Choir. A
reading was given by Earnestine Hicks of Tampa.
Solo by Mattie Adams.
James accompanied her on
the electric organ. The
blessing of the food was
presented by Pastor Ear
nest Jones of GalileC
Missionary
Baptist
Church. Dinner was served
- roasted turkey, dressing,
roast loin of beef, yellow
rice, green beans, turkey
gravy au jus, rolls, punch,
yellow and chocolate cake
and two birthday cakes one for Deacon Hurley in
blue and white "and one for
Sister Simmons in pink
and white. Over 100 joined
in the celebration. Yours
truly catered, and family
members Reflection/recognitions were by: Dea
con Charlie Jones, Dianne
Speights and granddaugh
ter Kayla and Margaret
Jones.

UNTIL NEXT WEEK,
JUMP TO IT!

On December 27, 1956, the Spingarn Medal awarded Jack Roosevelt ("Jackie") Robinson, the
first Black in the major leagues, for his conduct on and off the baseball field.

FREE Homebuyer Education Classes
Getting a. Mortgage Class
What dogs it take to qualify fora raodgige? PM out -about pw-

qualifying and feeding the right mortgage If
come a hemejwerbnt detft know

war te be

Afe FREE ebss fe for

yon, The class feo reveafe the various assistance programs awiL
able that help with a down payment or dbsog .costs.

Family Budgeting Class
SUNSHINE CENTER ST, EBlWBURG

A family Budgeting

5»Kftft St North

for buying & home Ffet things fife gtt- control of your wA3y

fe one of the best ways te psqpass puwlf

bis, By folfowg some Uricbudgethg
the most fiom pur swd dolbn See what

MORTGAGE

CLASSES
6 pm—9 pm

youl foot Hot to ggt
credit rtports look

Ife and how a dean osedft record and a wings account an increase

your
Understand and. knew your budget and you
will be better prepared to miss the laostfenpoi&nt purchase of your
ifo your home.

Jan?
Jan 14

1 pm

0 pm

Jan. 21
Jan 28

Feb 4

benhttsotOwmng Your Own Home
1 You wa become tawdaflyfiti
pn learn how te bsftget yw
we,
ad
jour aefeotito®
1 You w» eojoytas^avitef adwrtaps «d impreved
ftstoi fe abomeewn,
§ You wtt secure a better future fee w »d jdbt fcafiy wfe &heme of pur
ft fefe bfe investment ypu fe mfe
fake pfefe fe theft
;
8 You MteiMngwsttferptsffwft wffytrivrtgagepivmattt yw make

Community Dialogue - "History,
Heritage & Hope: African-Americans
In The St. Petersburg Legal
Community"------------------------------------------ST. PETERSBURG National Bar Association
President Malcolm S.
Robinson will take part in
a Community Dialogue on
race and the legal profes
sion on Friday, January 10,
2003 at the Mirror Lake
Lyceum, 737 Third Avenue
North, St. Petersburg. The
Dialogue will be open to
the public, and there is no

charge to attend. Time: 9
a.m. to 11:30 a.in.
Additional panel mem
bers include Professor Ray
Arseneault (moderator);
Enrique Escarraz, Esq.;
County Judge Myra Scott
McNary; St. Petersburg
NAACP President Darryl
Rouson, Esq.; Stetson
Black Law Student Assoc.
President,

Ya'Sheaka

Campbell; and Randy
Lightfoot of the Pinellas
County Schools.
Topics to be covered
include:
1) Why is diversity
important for the legal pro
fession?
2) How did our legal
community get to where it
is? What is the historical
basis? Is the lack of diver

sity in our profession a
result of a practice or poli
cy of exclusion or some
other cause?
3) Where do we go
from here? What can be
done to make our profes
sion more diverse?
For additional information,
contact Nora Riva Berg
man, Executive Director,
at (727)823-7474.

Party from pg. 1 —
20th, where all three part
ners began working on the
different aspects of the
weekend, and prepared to
be a positive force and in
fluence in the community
to our kids and their fami
lies.
Saturday they all gath
ered at Atwaters Cafeteria
on 22nd Ave. and 9th St.
South to begin The Reach
Out to the Community
Campaign as they traveled
to five different parts of the
city bringing positive
awareness arid safety tips
to the city’s residents. The
Coke Street Jam Van ac
companied them passing
out drinks and giveaways
throughout the day along
with the St. Petersburg
Police Department as their
escort, proudly displaying
banners, "Say No To Drugs
& Crime In Our City," arid
the children passed out
bags of information bringr
ing awareness to our cities
residents for the holidays.
It was truly wonderful
to see all the children run
around at the various loca
tions wishing people a
happy and safe holiday and
passing out bags with
awareness material provid
ed by various entities in the
city promoting Drug &
Alcohol Prevention, Safety
Tips, HIV awarenCss,
Crime prevention arid
some Holiday candy to top
it off. Members of the
Coalition for a Safe &
Drug Fee StPetersburg
were present including the
continuing support from
Council. Chair
Rene
Flowers. When the day
came to a close, it was just
the beginning for the
preparation of the much
awaited Christmas party on
Sunday at Lake Vista
Community Center.
More than 700 chil
dren and their families
poured into the Center on
Sunday as the Center’s
dedicated staff, volunteers
from Everyone’s Youth
United, the Coalition,
Earth Mission, Second
Chance Life Skills, Amer
ican Sunday Plate and
many others served them a
wonderful meal.

Several volunteers joined Bernadette Beauford, Renee Flowers, Patrice Rogal,
Danielle Gladd, and Pye Young to serve the many kids and their families

Lake Vista’s community room was filled with
people, food, and good cheer

Roy Cook was a
proud Santa

Diversity 3 was one of many who provided entertainment

Entertainers
from
Earth Mission, The P.T.
Mime Boys, E.Y.U. Talent
Search Finalists and Big-T
the M/C and representative
of WRXB kept their atten
tion. Additionally, .several
people addressed the group
to include Eric Green,
Founder/CEO of Every
one’s Youth United, Inc.,
Rene Flowers, President of
Eric Greene and Frank Peterman had words of
The Coalition for a Safe &
encouragement for the children
photos by Bill Thomas
Drug Free St. Pete Watson
Haynes, Volunteer Coord excitement; joy, hope and those in need over the hol
inator Valerie Haynes, encouragement. "This is idays, because none of us
State Representative Frank our 3rd Annual Sobriety should do without, •" hie
Peterman, Councilman Er Holiday Weekend and added.
nest Williams and Deborah Christmas Party and it’s
If you would like to be
Green of Earth Mission..
growing" said Mr. Green, a part of E.Y.U.’s events in
Santa showed up about the event’s founder.
the future please call (727)
4:30 p.m. with enough
"We look forward to 824-5443.
gifts and toys for every more organizations, enti
Many blessings to you
child that was there and ties, and Sponsors to come and yours over the holi
gave the needy a holiday aboard next year. We must days & have a Happy New
season filled with fun, continue to expand to help Year!

SAM’S BEAUTY SALON
THE
3600 -18th Avenue SOuth
St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 322-0024 • Cell (727) 542-2189

WEEKLY CHALLENGER

STAFFWISHES YOU

A VERY

CALL 727-461-0618 TO REGISTER NOW
EMADLUS: rHailncsfhome.org
Sana Fowdawn

wwii*crfboitie»arg

Ask fpr Tpny

PROSPEROUS AND

20 years experience in Hair Care
as Barber and Beautician

SAM’S BEAUTY SALON

SAFE

NEW YEAR!
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WHAT CAN 4

TELESCOPE
TEACHUSABOUT
FINANCIAL

RELATIONSHIPS?

It can help you see many things more clearly
You discover something new every ti me

The best ones make more power available if you need it

[Wisdom is everywhere. Uncommon wisdom is knowing how to apply it. 4s the nation’s
fourth largest financial services company, our focus is on listening carefully to every

^customer and bringing the right resources to bear. Talk to us. When we take all that

''V^MCIIOVTA
WACHOVIA

Jfou know and add all that we’ve learned, together we can achieve uncommon things.

Uncommon Wisdom

Visit a Financial 'Center II Call 1 800. 275-3862 1} Click to wachov ia.com
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NORTH CENTRAL NEWS
were employed by the
work department of the
City of Ocala. By chance
both men had the same
given name. Their names
were Jonnie Lawson and
Jonnie Scriven. The work
was extremely hard in
those days. The poles had
by Jim Thorpe
to be raised by manpower
only. This was done by the
PLEASE HELP!
in her name, (Bertha use of long sticks with a
I am appealing to you Kyler), please send c/o of sharp metal point in one
for some help Tor ope of James Thorpe 1744 NW end. Raising the poles was
our sisters in Christ!
4th Street - Ocala, FL. the worst job of all because
Bertha Kyler is down '34475.
a person could very easily
now and needs our help.
For more information, have been killed or wound
She is down and can’t contact me at (3520 629- ed for life if the pole were
walk. There are not many 2948.
to fall on him.
people our churches in the
A LITTLE OCALA
Mr. Scriven was the
County or City didn’t help
HISTORY - (Some
fasteT'efthe two linemen.
things we need to
one way or other. Although
With the spur attached to
know)...'
she had sickness in her
his shoes he would climb
family, she kept on going.
Ocala’s First Black very fast. He was so good
Now she needs our help, so Linemen - sometime prior at it that he was named "Jay
if you wish to send a check to 1920, tvio black linemen

(HF

I

OCALA
NEWS

Bird" Scriven. Jonnie
Lawson was a tall slender
man; his nickname was
"Stick."
The Fall of the Barriers
- In 1949 five black men
from Marion County tried
to enroll at the University
of Florida in Gainesville.
The ambitious young men
were Virgil D. Hawkins,
Benjamin F. Finley, Ed
ward D. Davis, Oliver
Maxey and William T.
Lewis.
The fight went on for
many months. It was not an
easy one, nor was it a battle
that would soon be forgot
ten. In the course of time,
all the men stopped trying
to enter the University ex
cept Hawkins. After many
insults and threats some
thing kept telling him to

fight to win. A room was
started and stocked with
law books at the Negro
College in Tallahassee to
keep Virgil from going to
the University of Florida,
ln spite of all this, he did
not give up the fight.
After nine years of
fighting, the doors of the
University were opened to
everyone on June 16, 1958.
The men who helped in the
fight will long live in the
pages of history.
The Dream that Came
True...In 1974, Mr.,Carey
P. Majors, Jr. became the
first Black from Marion
County to operate a Grey
hound bus. A famous slo
gan attributed to his abili
ties was "You can leave the
driving to Carey." Accord
ing to Mr. Majors, the job

really did keep him away
from his home quite a bit.
However, the young man
enjoyed his work because it
was a dream of his child
hood days come true. As of
1974, he had not had one
accident in five years of
bus driving.
William’s Selection of
Poems...Robin Williams
was one of the few persons
in Ocala to have a book of
poems published. The book
was published in 1965 by
Vantage Press, Inc., New
York. The title of the book
was Elbowroom! and it
contained 34 poems. The
longest poem was "Upset,"
a narrative in a 74 four-line
stanza. The shortest entry is
"A Seesaw Life" of two
stanzas, in which lje com
pares life with a seesaw. In

Cook. Please join us, be
ginning
with
church
school.
Our Superintendent;
Calvin Lawson, is urging
everyone to make a special
effort this year to attend
church school at 9:15 a.m.

each Sunday. If transporta
tion is needed, call the
church at <352) 796-1955,
or contact Pastor Lowery at
(727)866-0126.
You are welcome at
any of our services at the
little white church on

many of his selections, we was a lad. In 1960 he fin
recognize one of the most ished third in a class of 87
outstanding qualities of at Howard High School.
poetry compression. The The author’s family is
book tells about his posi composed of four mem
tion and his responsibility bers, Hattie, his wife; Kim
as a black in the complex O’Neil, a son; and Kath
leen. As of 1975, Robin
pattern of American life.
Besides writing, the was Assistant Supervisor
author enjoyed drawing, and head candy icing
painting, and engaging in maker at Pioneer Products,
sports. Robin was born in Inc., a Betty Crocker Divi
Bronson, Florida, Novem sion of General Mills,
ber 30, 1940. His parents located in Ocala.
moved to Ocala when he

On December 29, 1917, Thomas
Bradley was born in Calvert, Texas
and went on to become mayor of
Los Angeles by winning 56% of

the vote,

Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church
BROOKSVILLE
The Pastor and members of
Mt. Zion, Brooksville
would like to wish all of
our readers of-The Weekly
Challenger a happy and
prosperous New Year. We
also want to thank every

one who came out in the
storm on Christmas Eve to
our annual candlelight
service, to celebrate the
birth of Christ.
We hope by the time
you read this week’s paper,
we would have visited the

Apollo Rehabilitation Cen
ter in St. Petersburg on
New Years Eve, to fellow
ship with one of our mem
bers, Sis. Elizabeth Black,
and the other residents of
the Center.
On the first Sunday,

January 5, 2003, our first
Communion Service of the
new yeair will be celebrated
at the II a.m. hour, led by
Pastor Lowery. The mass
choir will sing, directed
and accompanied by our
minister of music, Sis.

Mondon Hill: You'll be
glad that you came.
Have a blessed week
and a Happy New Year,
with Jesus Christ leading
the way, and remembering
that "Love makes the dif
ference" in bur lives!

Mt.
Zion A.M.E.
Church, 8160 W.P.A. Road,
Brooksville, FL 34601,
Rev. Maryin R. Lowery,
Pastor.

WOMAN’S WORLD
The Gift of Beauty
by Dianne Speights
Mary Kay Sales Director
While this is the time
of year you are thinking
about what to give to othit is the perfect time to
remember to give some
thing to yourself, like a
beautiful new look.
You can always tell
when a woman feels beau
tiful. She has an extra
bounce in her stride, a
gleam in her eyes, and a
sparkle in her smile. Even
if you can’t pinpoint the
exact cause, a woman who
feels beautiful has an aura
that comes, from within: a
special confidence and
charisma people can’t help
but notice. That’s why a

single set of beauty stan Duet (dark) as an accent at space in your life for beau
dards don’t work anymore. comer of qye and along ty: reserving time for your
Today women are free to lower lash line. Smudge self, not as a bonus or a
develop their own style, to Charcoal eyeliner at upper special indulgence,, but as a
set their own goals andpri- and lower lashes. Add Just regular, important part of
.orifiescto make the choices Peachy cheek color. Line your daily routine. WhaL
and changes that affect lips with Dark Chocolate ever your lifestyle, you can
their lives. Most important lip liner and apply MK setup an ongoing self-care
of all, they have the free Signature® lipstick Mine. regiment that suits your
dom to take control of both Finish with Brownie lip- individual needs. The key
their looks and their lives.
gloss. WOW! Simply gor is education - taking an
Mary Kay’s Color 101 geous.
intelligent, /positive, and
makes a beautiful hew look
Personal
beauty realistic approach to beau
fun. You can create a daz evolves from the interest ty.- IL means understanding
zling Holiday Sensation you take in yourself: It how your body functions
look by first applying MK comes from having com why skin and hair card are
Signature® Copper Beach mitment, ehergy and a sin so, essential, and how to use
Eye Color under the brow cere desire to be your best. cosmetics for maximum
bone and on inner lid. Whether you are a student, benefit.
Follow with Cinnabar in a homemaker, a career
The Speights Sum
crease and along lower lash woman Or a- grandmother, Sational Stars (Mary Kay
line. Use Safari Sunset you have to start by making independent Sales Unit)

Oprah Winfrey’s African Aid Mission
Ends in Chaos------------- ----------- ------------by Gabriel Packard
NEW YORK - Oprah
Winfrey’s
month-long
"Christmas Kindness" mis
sion to give humanitarian
aid and gifts to children in
South Africa came to a
chaotic climax Sunday; De
cember 22, when a stam
pede of parents and chil
dren at Nelson Mandrel’s
Christmas party caused a
dangerous crush which
hospitalized three children.
Talk-show superstar
Winfrey was distributing
thousands of gifts to chil
dren - soccer balls for boys
and dolls for girls - at the
party pi Mandrel’s home
village of Queue. As she
opened a musical concert,
the crowd pressed forward
and young children were
crushed against metal secu
rity fences. Security guards
were forced to cut down the
fences to prevent further
injuries, and the party
quickly turned to tumult as
panicked mothers searched
for their children.

Some 20,000 children
The
concert
was
and their parents arrived 'Stopped; and Winfrey and
for the ahnual party, which Mandla Mandela - Nielson
was hejd earlier than usual Mandela’s grandson, who
this year to accommodate was hosting the event - ap
Winfrey Some guests had pealed for the crowd to
traveled for three days to calm down.
attend.
Winfrey’s cross-coun
Organizers say that try tour, a multi-million
there were many more peo dollar project of The Oprah
ple than expected, and that Winfrey Foundation, has
there was disorder as soon included "South Africa’s
as the gates opened at 7 Mother Christmas" (as one
a.m.
newspaper called her) visit

ing AIDS orphans and
donating millions of dollars
for educational projects.
She gave $7 million to the
Oprah Winfrey Leadership
Academy for Girls, near
Johannesburg, and has said
she will feed a whole vil
lage for the coming year.
Winfrey was accompanied
on the tour by a 37-person
entourage, which included
a full TV crew.

addresses these issues during weekly beauty and skin
care clinics, and/or individual consultations. We pro-

vide you with information
you want to complement
your own motivation and
the knowledge you need to

bring about effective, long
lasting results.
For more information,
call Dianne Speights,

Independent Sales Director
at 727-866-6,621.
;

SISTAHS SUPPORT
BREAST HEALTH
Save another woman’s life. Hosts Sistah Party: These get-togethers

give women the opportunity to discover the power of early
breast-cancer detection, St Anthony’s Health tare, serving the

African-American population for more than 70 years, will support
your Sistah Party

As a hostess, you need to:
* Invite 5 friends or

relatives

* Provide a location
•Prepare a snack
* Follow-up with your

guests

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD ■KW
28 Lg. Shrimp
MARKET & RESTAURANT

Sk
Jg

400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL
327- 8309
328- 8309

To host a Sistah Party, call (727) 825-1056.

■JgfgM
Family Size Fries

HHMHMMM
Pint Coleslaw

Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM

||

Sunday , . . Gone Fishin

w

WHERE THE LOCALS BUY ... FOR OVER 21 YEARS

StAnthony§
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You Inspire Me
Sponsored By:
e* I* pin

■MIDI LUCIE BASEBALL

F OU N DAT ICUN

The Devil Rays and The Rays of Hope Foundation
proudly support community efforts, education programs
and charities throughout the Tampa Bay Area

For tickets or Information call

HOME FURNISHING CENTERS

• Free Thank You 61ft With Purchase
• Ne Money Down
• 0% Financing
• Fast Express Delivery
• Largest furniture Company In US*
• Largest selection ef Ready-To-Deliver
Furniture In America

St. Pete
Pinellas Park
7330 49th St. N.
2200 MLK St. S.
544-6481
822-3741
• SIC Millian Inventory
• Furniture. Maier Appliances. Tellvisions. Stereos. Lawn &
Garden (Mowers, tractors, etc J
• Serving the Community 55 Years
• 350 Stare Baying power (Lower Prices]

Guaranteed Credit Approval

Beating the Odds
by Candace K, Clarke
Challenger Staff Writer
Nakita Moody has
been coming to the center
almost everyday for the last
several years. It’s become a
stable foundation in her
life, the place she can go to
stay out of trouble and
focus on her dreams.
In the last few years,
this 15-year-old has battled
back from an operation on
her back for scoliosis, a
condition, at times painful,
which brings about an
ifregular curvature of the
spine. Despite the hard
ships brought on by that
and other challenges, she
still smiles.
Moody’s life these
days is centered on school
and her grades at St.
Petersburg High, particu
larly with the SATs loom
ing. Get to know her and
you’ll find out that she
loves the book, "All the
Places You’ll Go," by
African-American novelist
Eric Jerome Dickey; that
acting, cheerleading and
basketball are among her
favorite activities, as well
as shopping, listening to
music by Mariah Carey,
and talking on the phone.
Also, she’s a huge fan of
the ‘76ers Allen Iverson,
and she loves her older
brother even more now
since he’s moved off to col
lege. Some of her closest
friends include Sandy
Santoria-Hill, and Keisha
Collins, girls she’s known
since
middle
school.
"We’re like sisters," she
often comments.
The typical teenager,

Olden continued on
pg. 1--------------------------say that he caught the bug
early. Growing up in L.A.
listening to legendary
broadcasters like the late
Laker’s announcer Chick
Hearn, CBS’ Dick Enberg,
and the Dodger’s Vin
Scully, he decided at 15
what he was going to do
with his life.
Despite his uncon
ventional choice, Olden
always had the full support
of his parents. "They
always fostered the notion
of being independent and
thinking for yourself, get
ting a project and following
it through. They wanted to
make sure that this was
something that I was going
to devote as much time to it
[as necessary] and that I
wasn’t going to drop it if I
ran into some adversity."
From the start, Olden

Nakita poses with friends from the Boys & Girls Club at a recent
event at Tropicana Field

Nakita Moody
Moody’s life hasn’t been so because afterwards, I was
easy in the last couple of so stiff," she added. "It was
years. Her case turned out hard for me to go to sleep,
to be a severe one; wearing to lay in my bed; to walk up
a back brace to correct the the stairs.1' During recov
condition wasn’t going to ery, she was also concerned
work. At 13, Moody had with her absence from
surgery to correct her scol school. Although she was
iosis. The operation result home-schooled,
Moody
ed in a six-month recovery still felt like she missed
period; which required out. "I like school, I don’t
therapy and medication for like missing school," she
pain. Although Moody is added. It was her mother
very matter-of-fact about it that particularly helped her
now, it was not an easy during this rough period,
time for her. "When I went urging her to get better in
in for the surgery," she order to keep her grades up.
recalled, "I wasn’t scared. She also was not too happy
It was more that I just when her daughter was
wanted to get it over with rushing to get better. It was
so I wouldn’t have prob her mom who would tell
lems in the future."
her, "Slow down, you don’t
"It was so challenging, want to go back in the hos-

immersed himself into the
role as broadcaster. His
first "job" was with his
high school in L.A., calling
plays for basketball, track,
and baseball games. He
would also go to Dodger
games with a tape recorder
and practice calling the
action. He admits to not
having much of a social life
at the time. After high
school, Olden went on to
receive an associate’s
degree from Los Angeles
City College, his focus all
the while on broadcasting.
Olden would certainly
pay his dues along the way.
"After college, I kept send
ing tapes out but couldn’t
get any sports jobs," he
says. For six years, howev
er, he covered the news for
an L.A. radio station, help
ing to anchor on the week
ends and also working as a
freelance reporter. Olden’s

major move came when he
accepted a job in the small
town
of
Spokane,
Washington, calling games
for a minor league baseball
team between 1980-84. "I
had to take a pay-cut . . .
moving to a town that size,
but 1 wound up getting to
do a lot. I covered baseball,
got into TV . . . shot video,
covered sports and did
some news. It was a big
pay-cut, but it was what I
wanted to do."
With that experience,
came growth. When the
team moved out to Las
Vegas, Olden was invited
to make the move with
them. He describes his best
learning period to be dur
ing the late ‘80s, when he
was in Vegas calling minor
league baseball games, fill
ing in for some football
games, as well as hosting a
talk show on both basket

pital."
wrong," she remarks, when
A
single
parent, someone tells her what she
Moody’s mom, who works can and can’t do. She has
as a nurse, has served as her n’t let the scoliosis stop her
inspiration. "It was hard for from enjoying her favorite
her," said Moody of her sports like basketball.
recovery time. "She had to Although she had to stop
take off work and pick up team playing for a period
my medication, and I see while recovering, she
what she goes through," hopes to get back into it
Moody remarked. "It’s next year. She’s also look
been tough, cause my dad ing to try out for the pep
has never really been isqu3&r’asnlW6fff.!rn'5l, Want to
there." Her family struggles play for my last two year's^"
keep her working towards she stated.
the future, with goals firm
As for the more distant
ly in mind. "I really want us future, Moody hopes to go
to be financially independ onto either the University
ent," she added.
of Miami or Xavier
Moody was able to University in New Orleans,
recover faster than expect LA; she’s not sure which at
ed; "It takes about a year to the moment but likes what
fully heal," she stated, but the programs offer. Once in
she was ready to get back college, Moody has plans
to her life, and all the things to do what few people can
she had enjoyed. Her con §1 become a forensic scien
dition improved in about tist. It was a notion spurred
six months. Then again, by her volunteer work at
this is a young lady who All Children’s Hospital a
has a strong will of her few years back. Although
own. "I like to prove people she liked working "with the

ball and football. "There,
was a lot of attention and
enthusiasm about the pro
gram," he recalls. "I was on
the air almost everyday; if I
wasn’t doing that then I
was covering news."
Olden’s career would
keep him moving. His first
major league job came
when he was hired as the
play-by-play announcer for
the Cleveland Indians from
1988-89, later joining the
California Angels in 1991
as a replacement for Joe
Torre, current Manager of
the New York Yankees. In
1993, Olden was honored
with a New York Emmy
Award for best local sports
coverage. From 1994-96,
he served as the play-byplay announcer for the
New York Yankees, and
was on hand when the team
won the ’96 World Series.
For him, the experiences

all seem to meld together.
In 1997, Olden came to
Tampa Bay to call games
for the Devil Rays. In the
up-and-down struggles of
the Devil Rays over the
years, Olden has been able
to perfect his radio person
ality. Although peers have
sometimes criticized his
low-key style, don’t make
the mistake of labeling his
broadcasts as boring.
Olden’s strategy is to keep
his broadcasts creative and
positive. Take, for exam
ple, last year, when the
Rays went on a fifteen
game losing streak. Olden,
who jokes he had too much
time on his hands, started
the idea that horror novelist
Stephen King was to blame
for the team’s troubles. It
seems that King attended
one of the games in the
beginning of the slump;
Olden simply made a cor

living," as she put it, she
really feels like forensic
science is what she’d be
good at. Somehow, she’s
not bothered by the graphic
nature of the job. "I’ve
always been fascinated by
organs and blood and guts
and stuff," she remarked
almost wistfully.
Since she was six,
Moody has been going to
the, Janjestown nBoys, 3pd
Girls Club, located off of
10th Street South and 22nd.
Currently, she’s the club’s
co-chair of public relations,
a position Moody really
enjoys, although it adds to
her already busy schedule.
Moody feels that the club
has helped her in the past to
keep focused; the club
itself feels it’s benefited by
her involvement as well.
Last year, she was nominat
ed as the club’s Youth of
the Year, "a role that is rep
resented by good, positive
values," remarked Patty
Clark, marketing director.

relation. Geared up with
the notion, Olden began
calling it the Misery series,
after one of King’s novels
by the same name. He
would later buy several of
King’s novels from the
local Haslem’s bookstore
and encourage the players
and coaches to Stick push
pins into King’s picture on
the back cover, with the
hope that this would end
the Misery.
Olden’s controversial
broadcasting stirring the
rest of the media. Olden
was interviewed by the
likes of the St. Petersburg
Times and the Tampa Trib
une along the way, with the
story eventually getting
back to King himself.
When the Tribune contact
ed King to ask what* he
thought about his legacy,
King claimed innocence,
assuring the writer that he

Nakita and Patty Clark, Marketing Director, Boys
& Girls Club
"We’re really proud of
Nakita," she said, smiling.
The Youth of the Year
nomination was only one of
the ways that Moody has
been recognized for her
efforts. One of the things
she’s most proud of is an
essay contest she won at 13
to see the Orlando Magic;
other top honors for her
include being named Miss
Congeniality in 7th grade at
Meadowlawn
Middle
School, as well as being a
consistent name on the
honor roll list these days.
For Moody, she’s ready
for more. Having been
through some difficult days

was a big Devil Rays fan.
Curiously enough, the
streak seemed to end there.
That’s one of the highlights
of his career, a typical Paul
Olden story, quirky, and off
the wall.
Surprisingly, Olden’s
off-season isn’t overrun by
sports games. "Fve spent
most of my life devoted to
broadcasting," he states.
Now, he prefers to explore
his other interests, such as
photography. With all the
technology out there, he
still prefers to use a regular,
old-school 35mm camera.
He’s also into music, hav
ing picked up guitar in the
last few years, a fan of jazz
and the blues. Single and
residing in St. Pete,
Olden’s time in the off-sea
son is also preoccupied
with reading and garden
ing. These days, he’s
learned to enjoy life a little

in the past, she’s now look
ing towards the future with
'Optimism. She’s been
through "enough to know
that she’s strong and that
she has the support and
guidance of her friends and
family to get her through
any rough times that may
arise. Just as she did with
the doctors, she knows how
to deal with nay sayers,
those who tell her she can’t
or she shouldn’t. "I like to
prove ‘em wrong," she’s
often repeated. It’s become
her philosophy for life.

more. He’s also got a lot to
look back on.
Interestingly enough,
Olden doesn’t feel he’s had
any disadvantages in his
field as a minority.
"There’s none that I’m
aware of," he states firmly.
"I never really thought,
‘Oh, there aren’t any other
minorities doing this, so I
probably don’t stand a
chance.’ I never really
thought that way. I just fig
ured if I was good enough,
I would get hired sooner or
later. It turned out to be
true," he adds smiling.
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STATE NEWS
Afrocentric Couple’s
Holistic School-------by Kaye Dallas
The FAMUAN
TALLAHASSEE
Sharon Ames-Dennard and
her husband, Dana Den
nard established Sakkara
Youth Institute Independ
ent School, a school that
Ames-Dennard said "gives
African-American students
the venue to develop hoEstically."
ln 1993, the Dennards
noticed that very bright
children were having diffi
culty passing standardized
tests. The couple began
offering summer programs
that stress positive Black
images and African her
itage to Black youth in an
effort to improve academic
performance among chil
dren.
"The first time I saw a
Black person in a school
book was in the seventh
grade when we studied
slavery," Ames-Dennard
said.
By 1996, Sakkara
Youth Institute was opened
to serve Black children
from
pre-kindergarten
through sixth grade. Grad
ually, Sakkara evolved into
a year-round independent
school that serves 60 chil
dren in pre-kindergarten to
eighth grade.
The school also offers
an accelerated learning
program. Ames-Dennard
said Sakkara students test
two or three grade levels
above their public-school
peers.
. i..
'
"The problem with
public school is you learn
the times tables at the same
time that you need them.
We teach them at a lower
level, so they're already in
there, like your phone
number or your address,"
she said.
The warm atmosphere
at Sakkara is what ap
pealed to Ahkinyala Ab
dullah, a FAMU biology
professor, whose 4-yearold son, Mikaili, is a
kindergartner there. It
reminded her of the small,
family-oriented, Afrocen
tric school that she attend
ed when she grew up in
Chicago.
"I appreciated having
that foundation and wanted
it for my child," Abdullah
said. "I want my children
to go to a school that rein
forces African values. I am
pleased with what Sakkara
is doing."
Sakkara's
students,
who are all African-Ameri
can, are greeted each
morning with beautiful
African artwork on the
school walls. Their coursework includes studying
African proverbs and

learning about their her
itage.
"I think Sakkara Youth
Institute is a good school,"
said Craig Farquharson, a
sixth-grade student at Sak
kara. "It will be voracious
for more African-Ameri
cans students to go to
SYI," said Farquharson,
using a vocabulary word
that he learned in language
arts.
Sakkara's students par
ticipate in rituals each
morning. The rituals affirm
positive mental and spiritu
al development and it also
creates a grounding to pre
pare the student for the
educational process, ac
cording to Dana Dennard.
"We begin each day
with a libation, the African
pledge, an affirmation,
meditation and a yoga
stretch," he said. "An Afri
can proverb and a quote
from a significant AfricanAmerican are also incorpo
rated in the morning ritu
als."
The African proverb
rings especially true for
Sakkara: It takes a village
to raise a child. AmesDennard said Sakkara has
been a pivotal force in cre
ating that village for chil
dren in the community.
"It is imperative that
we cultivate youth devel
opment since the future
will belong to those who
prepare for it today."

Governor Bush Awards Mentoring Grants and Announces
New Mentor of Excellence Award----------------------------------TALLAHASSEE
Governor Jeb Bush recent
ly awarded more than
$900,000 in mentoringgrants to programs around
the state. The funds will be
used to create new mentor
ing programs and assist in
the continuation of already
existing programs.
"I am so pleased to be
awarding these mentoring
grants to these worthy
organizations which are
dedicated to helping Flori
da's youth," Governor Bush
said. "Their commitment to
ensuring that every child
has an opportunity to learn
is highly commendable."
The Governor's Men
toring Initiative grants are
designed to provide incen
tives to schools and organi
zations to increase both the
quality of mentoring pro
grams and the number of
mentors in Florida's public
schools.
Projects include:
• School-Based Initia
tive - 21 school districts
and nonprofit groups
around the state will re

ceive grant funding of up to
$5,000 per project to part
ner with schooIs to provide
mentoring services.
Preferencewas given to
"D" or "F" schools and ele
mentary school applica
tions that targeted third
grade strategies for aca
demic improvement.
• Rural District Initia
tive - Seven rural counties
throughout the state will
receive grant funding of up
to $20,000 for mentoring
programs in their local dis
tricts. Funded districts
include Madison, Okeecho
bee, Glades, Gadsden CIS,
Florida Read and Lead of
Jackson County, Florida
Read and Lead in Calhoun
and Florida Read and Lead
in Holmes. This initiative
was designed to assist
school districts with enroll
ment populations of less
than 25,000 students.'
Preference was given to
applications that addressed
unmet needs at schools
with performance grades of
”C", "D" or "F".
• Chambers of Com

merce Initiative - Four
Chambers of Commerce
throughout the state were
awarded funding to partner
with their member busi
nesses and local schools to
implement mentoring pro
grams in low performing
schools. Funded chambers
of commerce include Jack
sonville, Madison, Miami
and Auburndale.
Additionally, several
leadership projects were
funded including the Teen
Trendsetter Reading Men
tor Program to assist the 30
selected Teen Trendsetters
throughout the state in pur
chasing materials for their
mentoring programs; the
Florida Association for
Partners in Education, to
conduct statewide training
for volunteer coordinators
in the five Florida regions;
Frontiine Outreach, Incor
porated to reach out to the
faith-based community in
an effort to recruit mentors;
and Florida State Univer
sity to conduct a statewide
evaluation of mentoring
programs in Florida.

Governor Bush also next four years remains the p.m. (EST). Nominatioi
announced the new Gover same - to continue to en forms may be emailed t<
nor's Mentoring Initiative courage Floridians to serve mailto:cristal.cole @ myflo:
ida.com, faxed to (850
"Mentor of Excellence" as mentors."
487-1866
or mailed to: Thi
awards which will be
The Governor's Men
Governor's
Mentoring Ini
awarded to a school-based toring Initiative has also
mentor who has demon partnered with Carnival tiative, 909 The Capitol
strated service above and Cruise Lines to offer five Tallahassee, FL 32399
beyond the norm within the vacation cruise packages to 0001.
Governor Bush an
protocol of their mentoring the recipients of the new
program. This may include Governor's Mentoring Ini nounced the Governor':
overcoming barriers to tiative Award of Excel Mentoring Initiative ii
mentoring on behalf of lence. One Mentor of Ex August 1999, in an effort ti
themselves or their student, cellence will be selected help Florida's students ex
mentoring multiple stu from each of the five re cel in school. The Gover
nor's initial goal was ti
dents, serving a program gions in the state of Flori
for an extended period of da. Winners will receive a recruit 200,000 Floridian:
time or assisting a student three, four or five day across the state to become
in making outstanding cruise vacation for two mentors to Florida's youth
achievement in academics, onboard a Carnival Cruise Last year, over 115,00(
attendance or behavior.
Line ship and stay in the Floridians served as men
"Florida's commitment presidential suite.
tors in Florida's schools.
to mentoring is clear. Over
For more informatioi
Nomination forms for
the last four years we have the Governor's Mentoring about the Governor's Men
seen tremendous involve Initiative Award of Excel toring Initiative or to sigi
ment from government, lence may be obtained by up to become a mentor, vis
community organizations logging on to www.flamen- it the Governor's Mentor
and our partners in the pri toring.org, or by contacting ing Initiative website a
vate sector," said Governor the Governor's Mentoring www.flamentoring.org, o:
Bush. "I truly believe the Initiative office at (850) call 1-800-825-3786.
value of having a caring 410-0696. The deadline for
adult in the Efe of a child all nomination forms to be
cannot be understated. That submitted is January 24,
is why our goal over the 2003, by no later than 5:00

The Weekly Challenger thanks Badcock Furniture, the
Verizon Foundation, and the Tampa Bay D-Rays for their

contributions benefiting students at John Hopkins
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Middle, Gibbs High, Boca Ciega High, St. Petersburg
High, and Academy Prep.
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Mormen Realty & Development Inc.
a Full Service Real Estate Office
Announces its affiliation with

Rose Ford

Rose can assist you in satisfying your

Real Estate needs.
On December
Rose Ford

09, 1971, Bill
Picket became
the fist Black

elected tO the
National

Call Rose at 727-327-0184

Charles W. Cherry, Sr.
Realtor

Vivian Harmon

Office Manager

or contact
Mormen Realty & Development Inc.
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COwbOy Hall

Of Fame.

1427 S. 22nd Street • St.Petersburg, Florida
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ENTERTAINMENT
Brother Outsider: The Life of Bayard Rustin Riveting
Portrait Of Forgotten Civil Rights Pioneer, Strategist
Tops Independent Film Festival Picks----------------- —--------

Long before Martin
Luther King, Jr. became a
national figure, Bayard
Rustin routinely put his
body - and his life - on the
line as a crusader for racial
justice. Rustin’s commit
ment to pacifism and his
visionary advocacy of
Gandhian
nonviolence
made him a pioneer in the
1940s, and captured King’s
imagination in the 1950s.
In 1963, with more than 20
years of organizing experi
ence behind him, Rustin
brought his unique skills to
the crowning glory of his
civil rights career: his work
organizing the historic
March on Washington , the
biggest protest America
had ever witnessed.
But Rustin was also
seen as a political liability.
He was openly gay during
the fiercely homophobic
era of the 40s and 50s; as a
result, he was frequently
shunned by the very civil
rights movement he helped
create. The compelling
new film Brother Outsider:
The Life Of Bayard Rustin
chronicles Rustin’s com
plex life story, a tale of
race, prejudice, and ideal
ism at the heart of 20thcentury America . Though
he had to overcome the
stereotypes associated with
being an illegitimate son,
an African American, a gay
man and a one-time mem
ber of the Communist
Party, Rustin - the ultimate
outsider
eventually
became a public figure and
respected political insider.
He not only shaped civil
rights movement strategy
as a longtime advisor to
Martin Luther King, Jr., but
was known and respected
by
numerous
U.S.
Presidents and foreign
leaders.
Nancy
Kates and
Bennett Singer’s Brother
Outsider: The Life of
Bayard Rustin premieres
on Martin Luther King, Jr.
Day, Monday, January 20,
10 p.m. EST (check local
listings) on PBS. Brother

Outsider is part of the 15th
anniversary season of
P.O.V., television’s long
est-running series of inde
pendent, non-fiction films.
Brother Outsider: The Life
of Bayard Rustin is also
an official Documentary
Competition selection of
the 2003 Sundance Film
Festival, January 16-26.
This is the first time a film
has been in competition at
the Sundance Film Festival
during its national broad•cast premiere on P.O. V.
"Bayard had nerve,TZ
recalls Dorothy Jackson,
his childhood friend and
neighbor in Rustin’s home
town of West Chester,
Pennsylvania . In the
1940s, he went to jail as a
conscientious objector to
World War II, ran training
seminars in nonviolence
and racial equality, con
ducted sit-ins in segregated
restaurants and theaters,
and in 1947 organized the
first
"freedom
ride"
through the South, for
which he spent 22 days on
a chain gang. Rustin was a
brilliant acolyte of A.J.
Muste’s Fellowship of
Reconciliation
(FOR),
turning the philosophy that
"peace is the way" into
inventive social demon
strations against the vio
lence of injustice.
Though Rustin was
politic enough not to speak
publicly about his homo
sexuality, he was personal
ly open about it. He had an
ease with himself as a gay
man that paralleled his
self-confidence speaking to
all audiences, white and
black. Then, in 1953, when
Rustin was 40, he was
arrested as a "suspected
sexual pervert" in a highly
publicized case in Cali
fornia . The FOR immediately demanded his resig
nation, for reasons both
prejudiced and political,
beginning a pattern that
would continue throughout
his career. A lesser man
might have been silenced,
but not Rustin. He became
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an important international
leader of the nascent anti
nuclear movement, later
protesting French A-bomb
tests in the Algerian
Sahara. When he met the
26-year-old Martin Luther
King, Jr., in 1956 during
the initial stages of the
Montgomery bus boycott,
Rustin
schooled
the
younger leader in the
mechanics of running a
nonviolent protest. How
ever, when critics inside
and outside the movement
made an issue of his "per
sonal problem," he volun
tarily left Montgomery.
Similarly, while lead
ing the push for a strong
civil rights plank at the
1960 Democratic Party
convention, Rustin was
attacked by Congressman
Adam Clayton Powell, Jr.
as an "immoral element" in
the civil rights movement.
King withdrew his support
for the protest and removed
Rustin from his staff.
Though angered by Powzell’s
tactics,
Rustin
resigned for the greater
good of the movement.
In 1963, however,
Rustin was tapped by A.
Philip Randolph to organ
ize the historic March
on Washington. Although
Rustin remained a contro
versial figure, movement
leaders agreed that he was
"the only man who could
have pulled off that
March," as former civil
rights activist Eleanor
Holmes Norton—now a
U.S. Congresswomannotes in the film. The civil
rights leadership stood by
Rustin even though he was
attacked by Senator Strom
Thurmond on the floor of
the United States Senate as
a "homosexual, a draftdodger, and a member of
the Communist Party."
Rustin’^ tremendous achi
evement—the largest dem
onstration the country had
ever seen—stands as one

of the great soul-stirring
passages in American his
tory. "Most Americans
remember Dr. King’s mag
nificent ‘I Have a Dream’
speech, delivered at the end
of the day, without
acknowledging Rustin, the
man who orchestrated the
entire event," notes film
maker Bennett Singer.
Rustin’s later career
was complicated by factors
beyond his homosexuality.
After the passage of the
1964 Civil Rights Act, he
advocated a shift in strate
gy from protest to electoral
politics-precisely at the
moment when a more mili
tant generation was taking
to the streets in protest.
Rustin was attacked as an
"Uncle Tom" and viciously
gay-baited by younger
black nationalists. He did
not publicly speak out
against the Vietnam War,
perhaps out of loyalty to
President Lyndon Johnson,
who had done so much to
pass civil rights legislation.
Brother Outsider captures
the full extent of Rustin’s
complex, 60-year career as
an activist. The film con
tains rare archival footage,
including
impassioned
debates between Rustin
and Malcolm X as well as
Rustin
and
Stokely
Carmichael. In later years,
Rustin continued to cham~
pion
human rights—
tights—i|
campaigns around the
globe. As King aide and
former U.N. ambassador
Andrew Young recalls in
the film, "His commitment
to justice was always very
strong and very consistent.
It was easier when he had
allies like Martin Lutber
King and A. Philip
Randolph, but when they
were gone, he didn’t stop."
Brother Outsider relies on
Rustin’s extensive FBt
records as a form of narra
tion, which become chill
ing commentaries on the

government’s political sur
veillance programs. In a
1948 FBI report, for exam
ple, American diplomats
suggested that "a promi
nent American Negro
should tour India to coun
teract the unfavorable
impression
made
by
Rustin." Whatever the cir
cumstance—beaten,
accused, shunned or cele
brated—Rustin embraced
the struggle with fearless
dignity. Brother Outsider is
an exuberant film about a
passionate and tireless
human being.
"Bayard Rustin was an
extraordinary American
who’s been slighted in the
historical record because
he was gay," says filmmak
er Nancy Kates. "We want
ed not only to correct that
record but also examine
what Rustin’s amazing life
teaches us about issues of
equity and the fight for
social justice."

CLEARWATER- The
Clearwater Chorus will be
holding "painless" audi
tions for experienced
singers
on
Tuesday,
January 7th at 6:30 p.m. at
Morningside Recreation
Complex, 2400 Ham Blvd,
Clearwater
for
their
upcoming "Swingin’ into
Spring" concert. The audi
tion is private and consists
of a vocal warm up and

sight-reading.
The concert will be
performed on Sunday,
March 23,2003 at 2 p.m. at
Ruth Eckerd Hall, and will
feature Broadway, jazz and
pop classics with full
orchestra accompaniment.
Rehearsals are held on
Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. at
Morningside Recreation.
The Chorus is directed by
Arthur Goetze and includes

approximately 100 musical
enthusiasts. Most recently,
members of the Chorus
sang backup for Linda
Eder at Ruth Eckerd Hall.
The Clearwater Chorus is
sponsored by the City of
Clearwater. For more
information, call Suzanne
Ruley, at 727-669-1365,
ext. 231.

Kids-A-Poppin* Registration
CLEARWATER- Sign
up to join Kids-A-Poppin1
(KAP)
on
Saturday,
January 11,2003 at 10 a.m.
at
the
Morningside
Recreation Center, 2400
Ham Blvd., Clearwater. No
appointment
necessary.
Come prepared to stay for
rehearsal until 12.p.m.
This dynamite song
and dance troupe for kids

age 5 through 16 holds
rehearsals weekly and per
forms several times a
month. KAP participants
gain a world of experience.
Former students have gone
oil to play roles in the
movies and touring compa
nies. Rehearsals are each
Saturday at 10 a.m. The
cost to participate is $30
with a City of Clearwater

Recreation Card, $45 with
out card per season
(January-May).
Kids-A-Poppin’
is
sponsored by the City of
Clearwater
Parks
&
Recreation Department.
For more information, call
BJ Pucci, Kids-A-Poppin’
Director, at 727-669-1365
ext. 230.

D.L. Hughley To Host Turner
Broadcasting's 2003 Trumpet
Awards--------- ------------------------ATLANTA- (BLACK present coverage of the
PR WIRE) (BUSINESS event Saturday, Feb. 22; at
WIRE)— Comedian D.L. 7 p.m. (ET)/8:3O p.m. (PT).
Turner Pop star Chaka Khan, cele
Broadcasting F.. System, brating- 30 years in show
Inc.' s
2003
Trumpet business, will perform, as
Awards ceremony, to be will jazz artist Al Jarreau
held at the Georgia World and Trumpet Award recipi
Congress Center in Atlanta ents
Destiny's
Child.
Monday, Jan. 6, at 6 p.m.
Gospel performers Donny
Also
recently McClurkin and Mary Mary
announced were the per will
formers and presenters for
sing a special song
the ceremony that honors with a local Atlanta youth
African-American achieve choir. And Rymiah, an upments in fields as diverse and-coming pop quartet
as law, politics and enter managed by Beyonce
tainment.
Turner Knowles' father, is also set
Broadcasting
flagship to perform.
entertainment
network
Presenters fpr the
TBS Superstation will awards ceremony include

singer Patti LaBelle, pop
star Lenny Kravitz, attor
ney Johnny Cochran, talkshow
host
Montel
. Williams," actordirector
Robert Townsend, actress
Garcelle Beauvais- ilon,
talk-show host Ananda
Lewis, actress Sheryl Lee
Ralph and Sudanese supermodel Alek Wek.
Previously announced
honorees for the 2003
Trumpet Awards include
performing
artists
Destiny's Child; actress
Pam Grier; NBA Hall-ofFamer Dr. "J" Julius
Erving; film director Spike
Lee; Sept. 11 hero Lt. Col.
Marilyn Wills; civil rights

T HT-R D

lawyer and former presi
dential advisor Vernon
Jordan; Newsweek editor
Mark Whitaker; 100 Black
Men of American Board
Chairman and TWD, Inc.
President and CEO
Thomas W. Dortch Jr.;
actors-wiiters Ruby Dee &
Ossie
Davis;
Prime
Minister of the Bahamas
Perry Christie; and golfer
Cheyenne Woods. As well,
Decatur, Ga., teacher
Najiyyah Ijal Nashid will
receive the Jonathan Levin
Teacher of the Year
Trumpet Award; named for
the son of former AOL
Time Warner CEO Gerald
Levin

ANNUAL
January 16th - 20th
[Martin Luther King’s Birthday Weekend]

University of
South Florida

Star 16
FEATURING

Celebrating Tampa bay's Heart Qhd Soul

Tampa Campus

Featured Entertainment

• B.J.: Saturday morning gospel. Wake up with a praying Spirit
5am-10am

• DIANE HUGHES: 5am-10am,M-F. Total Praise with the best
in inspirational music, news, weather and the Spoken Word.

• UNCLE DAVE MICHAELS: 10am-lpm Just playing the
music the way you like it.

• MICHEALT: Old school and music to drive home by.

• TONY CHARLE S: Take you back horhe with your favorite
blues and 'chu-chu' oldies 9pm-2am ;

For Advertising Call
Donza Drummond, Sales Manager

727-821-9947
REQUEST LINE 864-1600

ADMISSION IS FREE!

Serving Ttzmpa (Bag Since 1976

For more information
and hotel packages visit
www. tampablackheritage. org

Office: 327-WRXB (9192) ‘

Supporting Our Advertisers

Clearwater Chorus Holds
Auditions-----------------------------

2060 - 1st Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33713

or call 1-888-529-1749
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STUDENT, SENIORS,
I MILITARY
& VOLUME

II

DISCOUNTS!!!

CHALLENGER $

Strength & Conditioning
Personal Training
Supplementation
Lifestyle Enhancement
Personal Consultation

*

your
full service repair facility

I
Rob’s Diamond Digital
I
Fountain of Youth
Use this ad
I Use this ad
to recieve
to recieve
up to
I up to
Off
$20.00 Off
I $20.00
your next
your next
purchase!
I purchase!
P.O. Box 732
I
St. Pete, FL 33731

Is your vehicle ready for
* 2003*
FREE

St. Petersburg’s
Official City Store

Complete Vehicle
Maintenance Inspection

175 5th St. N. (City Hall)

Now Also at The Pier
(727) 551-3000

jrdintl @ hotmail.com
(727) 864-3302
Computer Sales
Tech Support & Training
Desktops & Laptops
Parts & Accessories
Digital Imaging

National Auto
Service Center

Ask about our: Computer Diagnostic, Get Your
Tires Inspected, Vehicle Alignment Check,
Tune Ups, Oil Changed
Whatever Your Vehicle May Need, We Can Handle

$2 Off Any Purchase

($70 or more)

550 - 34th Street S.
St. Pete, FL
(727) 327-8534

QUALIFY TO WIN 128 MEGS
OF MEMORY OR (OCT. DIET

I

wvvvv.sfpete.ot'g

W
city

or st Petersburg

expires 1/31/03

RED’S SNAK-SHAK
1701 16th St. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

COMMUNITY SPECIAL

! 2 BIG RED CHEESEBURGERS

“First”
“Save Your Cash For
Emergencies”

| 2 REG ORDERS OF FRIES OR OKRA
Another
at Red’s Snak-Shak
11 LARGE SODA
Now you can
1 REG SHAKE
because Red’s is now accepting
Visa, MC and all Debit Cards for your Christmas
convenience.

Also, Red’s is debuting its Value Meals. Come and
enjoy
with side orders of
fries, okra, sodas, or shakes in Large, Medium or
j
Small sizes, all for

“Your Favorite MeaI”
“One Low Price!”

“Just For You” Special - 2 Drumsticks - .990 ■
Red’s: “The Community Caretaker Where Your
Dollars Make Sense.”

plus tax

I
I
I

Bring This Ad & Save On All Service

The Weekly Challenger■
"THERE"S A REASON TO READ THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER!"

Your Community Newspaper

$11 value

Local News You Just Don’t Get Anywhere Else

Valuable Discounts! Inspirational Stories

COMMUNITY SPECIAL
10 PCS DARK

| 10 HOT WINGS

Example: 1-Big Red Cheeseburger, 1-Reg. Fry or
I
Okra, 1-Lg. Soda <jr Reg. Shake - $4,99
I

■■■■■■■ ■
’» Advertise as low as $9.95/month
• Affordabh
ble Web Site Design
■ HMRBM ■

Come see us

MENTION teCMenser AND

FUEL!

■X.

s14

2 REG ORDERS OF FRIES OR OKRA
3 REG SODAS

1 REG SHAKE

MENTION THIS AD!

|

15% of Annual Mailed Subscription Rate will be donated to

■

991
plus tax I
$20 value I

Ashley Sullivan, a local Olympic
Gymnist
hopeful.
J ■■
^7
“Sts

,

V

727- 822-8996 (ph) • tchallen@tampabay.rr.com • 727- 823-2568 (fax)
"THERE"S A REASON TO READ THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER!"

r

I
I
I

•
•
•
•

LUBE, OIL & FILTER CHANGE
TIRE ROTATIONS MULTI-POINT
INSPECTION

“Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change”
Custom Waxing & Detailing
We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!
24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

220 - 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

327-1900
8:30 to 5:30 Monday - Saturday

DAYTON ANDREWS
DODGE INC.

FULL
SERVICE OIL I
CHANGE 1

Total

Transmission Fluid
Change

SAVE $2°° I SAVE $8°°

30 pt. Oil Change &
■
Safety Check
Includes Oil, Filter,
Lube, Visual Inspect., — I
PLUS “Free Full Service
Car Wash”

$27.99

Plus Tax • (Reg. $29.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 1/31/03

i
■

•

T-Tech
Service
completely changes
all fluid and
fluid conditioner

FULL 76
THE 741
SERVICE
WORKS! I CAR WASH
SAVE *2“ I SAVE $1°°
Car Wash,
Blue Coral
1000 Tri-Foam Wax System,!
Under Chassis Spray &
Rust Inhibitor, Wheel Brite, I
Armorall Tires, & Air
■
Freshener
■

71.99

$15.00

Plus Tax • (Reg. $79.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 1/31/03

Plus Tax • (Reg. $17.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 1/31/03

,
■

Soft Cloth Car
Wash, Vacuum
Interior, Windows
Cleaned, Dash
Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

$9.95
(Reg. $10.95) ,
Coupon EXPIRES 1/31/03

Don’t miss this special coupon page the first week of every month with loads of great values - A Great Place to Advertise Your Business - and for much less!

Vendors continued
from pg. 1------------------memorate Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.
This year's children's
village, planned by the
University
of
South
Florida's
CAROUSEL
Center, under the auspices
of Dr. Brenda Townsend
and board member, Tracy
Dace, will be most excit
ing. Special activities, both
educational and fun, in
nature, will be offered to
all children and executed
by USF education majors.
A new health component
will be offered and is being
spearheaded by James
Brookins, MD.
The 3rd Annual Tampa Bay
Black Heritage Festival

will feature Najee, the
international
recording
artist of "smooth jazz;” and
Michele Wood, a spectacu
lar artist exhibiting at the
Tampa Museum of Art. As
well, the "Best of Gospel
Music," will be performed
by college choirs from his
torically black, and other
colleges. Other performers
include the Main Stage
Theatre production, which
presents
an
exciting
Community Theatre Guild,
Inc., and The Messiah
Dance Group, Inc. from
Richmond, Virginia. The
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Holiday Celebration events
will take place on Monday,
January 20 throughout the
Bay area.

The cost for 10' x 10' tents
with food is $350; without
food is $300. Display
tables are priced at $150.
For information or to get
Vendor Application please
call 1-888-529-1749 x 6,
visit www.tampablackheritage.org or call O'B. Smith
813.792.1114
I
obsmithl@aol.com.

SUPPORT THE

BUCK PRESS

Bush continued from
pg. 1------------------------never finalized, Kenya,
Nairobi and South Africa
were among the stops
being considered.
Kenya and Nairobi
presented particularly trou
bling security challenges.
On November 28, terrorists
fired two missiles at a char
tered airliner carrying
Israeli
holidaymakers
home as it was taking off
from the Mombasa, Kenya,
airport for Tel Aviv. In
what appeared to be a coor
dinated, double-barreled
attack, a vehicle driven by
at ‘ least two suicide
bombers and packed with
explosives then plowed
into the Paradise Hotel, an

Israeli-owned beachfront
hotel 12 miles north of
Mombasa.
Osama bin Laden's alQaida network has twice
said that it was responsible
for the attacks, but Israel!
officials have blamed alIttihad al-Islami, a Somalibased group with links to
the al-Qaida network.
The twin attack was
reminiscent of al Qaida's
well-coordinated and dead
ly 1998 assault on the U.S.
embassies in Nairobi,
Kenya and Tanzania.

GOD

BLESS
AMERICA

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR PAPER
BY SUPPORTING OUR
ADVERTISERS

THERE IS ONLY ONE RACE IN THIS
WORLD - THE HUMAN RACE
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Did You Know?

HOME FURNISHING CENTERS W®

St. Pete
2200 MLK St. S.
822-3741

SERENDIPITY

■
h 1
■u4

MBLw

a,

by Hugh Clay Paulk

states, what is the only
asset that cannot be
seized by creditors in a
bankruptcy case, no mat
ter how much the bank
rupt person owes?
Awedding ring.
What is the only ani
mal that cannot jump?
The elephant.
Who was the only
president ever to earn a
Ph.D.?
Woodrow Wilson.
My roommate aboard
the USS San Francisco in

the Pacific during World
War II was our chaplain,
Frank Sayre, Jr., who was
also Woodrow Wilson's
grandson. Frank was the
only baby ever bom in the
White House.
Who is the oniy per
son ever to earn a Ph.D.
in parapsychology from
an accredited University?
Jeffrey
Mishlove,
University of California,
Berkeley.
What is the only state
named after a president?
Washington.

Pinellas Park
7330 49th St. N.
544-6481

Who is the' only enter ing World War II?
tainer to earn an Oscar, a
Private Eddie Slovik.
Tony, an Emmy, a He was shot by his own
Grammy,
a
Golden unit, the 28th Infantry
Globe, a Cable Ace and Division, in a small town in
the Peabody Awards?
northeast France. There
Barbra Streisand.
were 70 executions by fir
Who is the only per ing squad during World
son to be honored by the War II, but Slovik's was the
Television Academy as only one for desertion. The
top performer, writer, rest were for rape or mur
and director?
der.
Alan Alda.
Who was the only
Who was the only member of European roy
man to ever be President alty
with
American
and Vice-President but blood?
never elected to either?
Geraldine of Albania,
Gerald Ford.
was the wife of King Zog.
Who was the only She was her adopted coun
president to throw the try's first and only queen.
first pitch from the pitch She died recently at 87 in
er's mound and make it Tirana, Albania's capital.
to the catcher?
What is the only song
Bill Clinton.
composed and performed
Who was the only by the same artist to
man tried by court-mar become the number one
tial and sentenced to on the most popular list
death for desertion dur twice?

• Free Thank Yen Gift With Purchase
• He Money Down
•0% Financing
• Fast Express Delivery
• Largest furniture Company In ISA
• Largest selection ef Ready-To-Deliver
Furniture In America
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• $80 Million Inventory
* Furniture, Maier Appliances, Teihrisiens, Stereos, Lawn &
Garden (Mowers, tractors, etc J
* Serving the Community 55 Yean
• 350 Store Buying power (lower Prices]

Guaranteed Credit Approval
At These 2 Store Locations Only

Chubby
Checker's
"The Twist."
What is the only dog
with a pink tongue?
The Chow.
What is the only animal that eats only moving
prey?
The frog. I saw this
demonstrated on TV, and
taken a step further. The
frog was shown eating a
moving lightning bug.
Then the lights were turned
off and I could see the
lightning bug flashing
inside the frog's translucent
skin.
Do you know what
the lightning bug said
when he got his tail cut
off?
"I'm de-lighted, no
end!"
What is the only bird
to drop its upper eyelid to
wink?
The owl. All other

birds raise their lower eye
lids.
What is the only bird that
can fly backwards?
The hummingbird.
What is the only bird
that can swim but cannot
fly?
The penguin.
Who was the first
woman to serve in the
United States Congress,
and
the
only
Representative who voted
against the nation's entry
into World Wars I and II?
Jeanette Rankin.
Who became the first
mother and daughter
ever
nominated
for
Academy Awards for the
same movie?
Laura Dem and her
mother, Diane Ladd. Laura
earned a Best Actress
Oscar nomination for her
performance as the title
character in Rambling

Rose, in 1991 that also won
a Best Supporting Actress
nomination for her mother.
Who was the only
man ever to pinch hit for
Ted Williams?
Carroll Hardy. Ted
fouled a pitch off his ankle,
ahd wasn’t able to com
plete his at bat.
What is the only food
that does not spoil?
Honey. It has been
found in the tombs of
Egyptian pharaohs and has
been tasted by archaeolo
gists and found edible. Yet
many people keep it in
their refrigerator.
Yes, the rumors are
true. I do something
every morning the very
idea of which might turn
the stomach of a sensitive
person: I eat a delicacy
that has been regurgitat
ed by another member of
the animal kingdom!

What "member of the
animal kingdom" par
took of it first?
The honey bee. 1 guess
the secret’s out. So do you.
What is the only rock
we eat?
Salt.
What is the only cul
ture some people have?
Bacteria.
What is the only thing
you can give and still
keep?
Your word.
dWE WELCOME
YOUR
LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
Send Your
Letters to:
Tfae kVeek/y
Challenger

2500 M.L. King
St. S.
St. Petersburg,
FL 33705

sports news
Basketballer Allen Iverson's Lament
by Mumia Abu-Jamal
"They saw themselves
as others had seen them.
They had been formed by
the images made of them
by those who had had the
deepest
necessity
to
despise them." — James
Baldwin
In a sports field known
for the flamboyant and for
sheer spectacle, the basket
ball star who wears jersey
#3 stands out among his
peers.
In a sport where tall
and big men dominate, he
is neither. Of modest
height, and slender girth,
he plays as if he is the
biggest, strongest and baddest man of the bunch.
His name, of course, is
Allen Iverson, the captain
and shooting guard of the
Philadelphia 76ers, who
recently sent the city into a
tizzy when he spoke can
didly about his fears while
dwelling in the City of
Brotherly Love.
At a recent interview,
the NBA star explained: "I
want to be in Philadelphia,
but I'm scared now to be in
Philadelphia. I've heard
about police officers toast
ing to Allen Iverson's next
felony • conviction. I'm
hearing about them saying
I'm involved with one thing
or another, and it scares
me. I know that if there's a
crooked cop out there, they
could do anything to me.
He could do anything.
Allen Iverson could wind

up dead tomorrow if a
crooked cop wants him
dead. It's as simple as that.
I
want
to
be
in
Philadelphia,
but I'm
scared to be here... It really
scares me, man." [from the
web
site
philly.com
(11/29/02)].
The "now" to which he
referred was a recent arrest
on unfounded spousal
abuse charges, which the
local and national media
blew up all out of reason
able proportion.
Although these charges
were later thrown out, local
authorities provided the
rapacious media ‘with the
ritual and obligatory "perp
walk", where the accused is
paraded before the flashes
and pops of TV and print
media cameras. Iverson
had to spend hours in the
city's grimy and repressive
detention facilities.
Doubtless the talented
NBA star learned some
thing about the nature of
the police-media system in
Philadelphia. He learned
that neither of them cared
about him, no matter how
many points he scored, nor
how many dollars he
earned. He might be a mil
lionaire, but to those in
power in the city; to those
who wield the powers of
force and prosecution, he
was just another; just more
human fuel for the machine
to consume.
And it scared him.
There are those in

white civil authority who
resent the fact that a young
Black man like Iverson can
make the money he does;
they are also no doubt
resentful that he wears his
hair in braids, and opts to
dress in the hip-hop style of
his contemporaries. He
does not wear $500 Italian
suits, or look down upon
the class from which he
came.
They want to bring him
to heel; to humble him, for
daring to be so proudly
reflective of ghetto style.
He senses this, and like
any thinking man, it scares
him.
And when he speaks
this truth, this powerful
truth, the white, corporate
media seems somehow
offended that he speaks
such a truth, and uses its
terrible power of persua
sion to somehow, anywhich-a-way, get him to
say that isn't really what he
meant to say.
But, he knows.
For he has lived too
long in American ghettoes,
and has seen countless
homies get caught up in the
relentless jaws of the State.
He's seen it.
He knows it.
If you are a Black man
of means, especially a
sports star, you are expect
ed to take the money,
smile, and shut your mouth
(or smile and sell some
thing, like a grille). Iverson
is one of those sports stars

who smiles when some
thing is genuinely funny,
and seems unwilling to
'jeff, to jaw, or hambone
his way through his career.
He is, by any measure,
a phenomenal player, who
often scores a third of the
team's total points any
given night. He has played
despite aching joints,
sprains, and an occasional
broken bone.
He plays like a Zulu
warrior wages war - all or
nothing!
To some, apparently,
that is not enough.
They want his Black
soul. And Iverson, a smart
man, a brilliant athlete,,
who can peep a move being
made on the other side of
the court and counter it in
the blink of an eye, is
scared of what he sees.
Who can dare blame the
seer?
A century ago, Jack
Johnson was targeted for
his choice of women (white
ones); a generation ago, Ali
was condemned for his
choice of faith (Islamic
pacifism); and today,
Iverson is rebuked for
speaking the truth.
He is in damn good
company.
Copyright
2002
Mumia Abu-Jamal
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CARPET • WOOD • TILE
SALE

RACE IN THIS

SALE

HUNDREDS
COMMERCIAL
of Carpet Remnants
$7 49
to Choose From!! /rntn J SQ. YD.

RORIO-THE

HEAVY TEXTURE
WHOLE HOUSE CARPET
Up to 60 Sq. Yds.
Installed w/Pad

HUMAN RACE

DESIGNER
BERBERS 99

rrom

SALE

Wood

CERAMIC TILE

Flooring from Z Q
OZSQ.FT.
and
Laminates HARTCO WOOD

SQ. YD.

in
Stock

<4 99
SQ.FT,

FINANCING AVAILABLE W.A.C.
visit us at www.eptstore.weardated.net
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REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS

i

0

Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

i

I

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED? ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

1
i

i

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene

!

!
!

mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or

i
il

i
i

■

1

l

l

a
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false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of

all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me.
- Hillary Williams

remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?

Don't fail to call or write to her today.

1

1
!
I
1
i

Send Self-Addressed Envelope

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
New Philadelphia Community
Church----------------------------------------------

Reverend Dr. Walter E. Fauntroy to Speak at Awards
Banquet------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

New Philadelphia wel
comes the new year with
great expectancy. The
church family cooperative
ly feels an acute sense that
this is God’s “season” for
New Philadelphia this year.
Planning being done by the
church’s CDC promises
much to the community as
well. We extend Christian
commendations to persons
supporting the CDC spiri
tually, prayerfully, and
financially.
To be “Faith-Focused”
is the “call-to-arms” for the
church family this year.
Preparation for the spiritual
warfare to be waged will
be engaged through an
“all-out” campaign of
prayer
and
fasting.

The FLORIDA SCLC
Southern Christian Leader
ship
Conference
State
Chapter and the Florida
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Institute for Nonviolence will
host its 18th Annual Martin
Luther King, Jr. Drum Major

Through these sacred
efforts, members will
remain “Faith-Focused” all
year long.
Holy Communion will
be celebrated at mid-moming worship on Sunday.
The focal point of procla
mation will be the spiritual
insights given to Associate
Pastor Edward Nesbitt, Jr.
that he will share with wor
shippers. Members are
urged to be present and on
time throughout year, for
worship service.
A special convocation
for consecrating the land to
be partially developed this
year is being planned, with
weather permitting. Mem
bers will assemble on
church-owned land for the

Good Samaritan
Baptist Church

sole purpose of consecrat
ing it for temporary use in
praise and worship to the
glory of God!
Let Go
and

Let GOD

for Justice Awards Banquet
on Friday January 17th at
7:00p.m. at the St. Petersburg
Downtown Hilton Hotel, 333
1st
Street
South.
The
Reception begins at 6:30 p.m.
Tickets are available at the
Enoch Davis Center, local

churches. Tickets need to be
purchased by January 10.
Tickets are $20.00 each and
tables are $200.00. Reserve
your table by calling 3270085.
Last year’s sold out event
featured Rev. Dr. Fred

Shuttlesworth,
co-founder
with Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. and Rev. Dr. Ralph David
Abernathy of the contempo
rary Civil Rights Movement
in America. This year’s key
note speaker is former Con
gressman the Hon. Rev. Dr.
Walter E. Fauntroy of the

District of Columbia. As a
lieutenant of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., Rev. Faunt
roy has distinguished himself
as one of America’s greatest
politicians, statesman, and

Banquet
continued on pg. 16

"18th Annual Stellar Gospel Music
Pentecostal Temple
Awards"----------------------------------------------------- COGIC--------------------------ATLANTA, GA-The
"18th
Annual
Stellar
Gospel Music Awards," the
only annual televised
gospel music awards show,
returns for the fifth year to
Atlanta. This two hour
musical television special
will be taped at the Atlanta
Civic Center on Saturday,
January 11. 2003. Co-host
ing and performing at the
2003 Stellar Awards are
popular gospel artists
Donnie McClurkin and
Mary Mary along with
gospel newcomer Michelle
Williams, of the Grammyaward winning music
group Destiny's Child.
Some of the must tal
ented artists in gospel
music are slated to perform
this year they include
Donald Lawrence and TriCity Singers, Donnie
McClurkin, Ted and Sheri,

Smokie Norful, Israel and
Dorinda Clark Cole. The
celebrities scheduled to
present are the female cast
of the hit UPN series
Girlfriends, Kirk Franklin,
The Winans, Karen Clark
Sheard, and actor Sean
Patrick Thomas, rapper
Bow Wow to name a few.
Special
moments
scheduled for this year's
show will be a tribute to
Stellar Awards Hall of
Fame recipient, Yolanda
Adams. She is nominated
for six Stellar Gospel
Music Awards. The James
Cleveland Award will be
presented to gospel music
pioneer and living legend
Pastor Andrae' Crouch.
Richard Smallwood •
with Vision is nominated
for an astonishing ten
Stellar Gospel Music t
Awards. Kirk Franklin and

Donald Lawrence received
five Stellar Award nomina
tions, respectively, and the
Commissioned Reunion
received four nominations.
All of the aforementioned
Stellar Award nominees
will be present at this year's
ceremony (see nominee
list).
The " 18th Annual
Stellar Gospel Music
Awards" show is executive
produced by Don Jackson,
produced by Barbara
Wilson and directed by.
Chuck Vinson for Central
City Productions. Founded
in 1970 by Don Jackson,
Chicago-based
Central
City Productions is a dis
tributor of original pro
gramming to television and
cable networks.
The show is sponsored
by General Motors, Merrill
Lynch, Musicworld Gospel

and
Gospel
Truth
Magazine. The official air
line is American Airlines.
The "18th Annual Stellar
Gospel Music Awards" will
air in national syndication
over broadcast, cable and
PAX-NET stations January
18, 2003 through February
16, 2003. Stellar Awards.com and CCPTV.com
websites are powered by
Grazing Media. Please
contact A. Jalila Larsuel at
626.398.5028
(office),
626.794.8973 (fax) or
email
JLMediaPR@aol.com. You may also
reach Denyse Parks at
404.377.2990
(office),
404.377.3030 (fax) or
email DMParksO 1 @ aol.com for additional infor
mation.

Pastor William Ander
son and the Pentecostal
Temple COGIC family
wishes to thank each of
you for your prayers and
continued support through
out the year of 2002.
We have been instru
ments, in God’s hands and
have allowed Him to work
wondrous things in us,
through us and for us.
What a glorious year it has
been and the best is yet to
come!
Our youth department
did a wonderful job with
their annual Christmas
presentation which was a
play
entitled
"Why
Bethlehem." Then our first
Christian Coffee House
was a great success as we
sat back and enjoyed the

fellowship and entertain
ment. We are expecting
even greater things in the
year 2003.
Philippians 1:6 in The
Living Bible says "And 1
am sure that God who
began the good work with
in you will keep right on
helping you grow in his
grace until his task within
you is finally finished on
that day when Jesus Christ
returns."
We look forward to
worshipping with you in
the New Year. Our regular
ly scheduled services are
published in this edition of
The Weekly Challenger.
"Morning Glory," a time of
prayer and consecration,
has been added on Sundays
at 9:30 a.m.

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ

GOD
BLESS

Jfefa “{iijUaitelpijta:

(Eommumtyi
The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
2335- 22nd Avenue South

P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible StudtpJteilouoship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838
The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm
Raptor: Elder B.O. .Walter

'

■ .. tegmBtet:ri..(feshLtU.

Deaegni\MH41stog?.c^_!J .«t .

Finance Ministry. . IL........ ................. ~. .... 7.
. . . . . . . J&tes Rtten
Children & Youth Ministry .
................ ............................ ...
JEyKRdarsn
Cleric Ministry'. 1 . ___....................... .. ....................................................... Wyvonnia McGee

10th Street Church Of God

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

207 - 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL
Sunday School........................... .................................... 9:30 a.m.

Mount Pilgrim Missionary Baptist Church

4000 5th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33711

t
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Morning Worship............ .......................................... 11 :OO a.m.

Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study

Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday)............ 6:00 p.m.

(727) 327-0789
1

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

Rev. Clyde Williams

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

Sunday School - 9:30 AM
Sunday Worship Services -11:00 AM

Food Bank Open Wednesday - 9:30 AM -1:00 PM FREE BREAD

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Sunday School

........................ ............................................. 7:15 p.m.

Mid-Week Prayer Services Wednesday -11:00 AM -12:00 AM

9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship ... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Uniqn 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting

Bible Study Wednesday - 7:00 PM

New Faith
Free Methodist Church
2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church
‘IStEJvtE: Cookfng Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

5^ r *

Sunday Morning Services
Sunday School ...................................... 9:30 am
Morning Worship............................. 11:00 am
Youth Bible Study.................... ... .Wed. 6:30 pm
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service Wed. 7:00 pm

‘l.

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

Rev. Alfonso Bush

We welcome you at all times.

Pastor

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

First Baptist

Emmanuel Christian Fellowship Inc.
350137th. SL So. • St Pete, FL 33711
Church: 867-4144

INSTITUTIONAL

Church

Schedule of Services
Church School........... ............. 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ......... . ... .11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ........ .5 p.m.
Evening Worship ..................... 6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Thursday ..................................... . .7 p.m.

Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

3144

Pastor: Elder Franklin Evans
Co-Pastor: Sis. Rebecca L. Evans
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:15 a.m.
Bible Study (Monday)
7:00 p.m.
Youth Bible Study (Tuesday) 6:30 p.m.
Prayer (Wednesday)
6:30 p.m.
Prayer (Tiies. & Thurs.) 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
Prayer (Sat.)
6:00 a.m.

Phone: 323-7518
Rev. Wayne

G.

Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School.

- 9:30

Morning Worship

a.m.

- 11:00

1301 - 37th Street SOuth, St. Petersburg, FL

a.m

Come Worship With
First Baptist FamiLY

“One. zueekjrom church makes one weak.”

the

“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend"

Rev. Brian K. Brown

-----

You are hereby invited to fellowship with

WINGS OF FAITH CHRISTIAN CENTER
i
I
1
For more infor
mation, contact
Pastor Jerome
& Pastor Kisha
Jordan at

727-327-2849 or
Fax: 866-1896

“...let the one that is thirsty
(Revelation 22:17)

Sunday Worship Service
10:30 A.M.
Sunday School 9:30 A.M.
Bible Study, Tues, 7-8 P.M.

527 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33707
www.wateroflifechristianchurch.org

I
I

912 Third Avenue NOrth
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
PhOne: 727-822-2089

Bishop Ronald Moten and the Wings of Faith Church Family would
lihe to extend to you a personal invitation to worship with us during

our scheduled times:
Sunday School

Prayer/Fasting

Intercessory Prayer & Bihle Class

9:30 A.M. '

Tuesday
Wednesday, 7:30

i

"We're Busy as Bees But Sweet As Honey"

Bishop Ronald Molen, Pastor
Alfredo Moten, Co-Pastor

Church School..................... 9:00 A.M.
Rev. Roosevelt Hardy New Member Class............ 9:00 A.M.
Pastor
Morning Worship................ 10:30 AM

M o ruing Wo rship & Child ren 's Church 10:45 A.M.

Ii

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church

r

309 - 15th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
Telephone (727) 893-1741

P.M.
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Friendship Missionary Baptist
Church------------------------------------------"But now that ye have Friendship (all choirs) will
known God, or rather are
sing songs of Praise, the #1
known of God, how turn ye
Ushers will serve and
again to the weak and beg Pastor Evans will preach
garly elements, whereunto
the unadulterated Word of
ye desire again to be in God.
bondage ? ” - Galatians 4:9
Church School begins
The Friendship Miss at 9:30 a.m. with the Su
ionary Baptist Church fam
perintendent presiding.
ily, under the leadership of
A second service is
Pastor John A. Evans, Sr., held at 10:45 a.m. opening
invites you to join us for with Minister of Music
Sunday Worship Service John Frazier and the Praise
this Sunday and to all Team.
church-related activities
The Lord’s Supper will
and events during the be administered at both
week.
7:45 a.m. and 11:00 a.m.
Services begin at 7:45 services.
a.m. with the Deacons
We have much to be
Ministry
leading
the thankful for as we begin a
Devotion. The Voices of new year by giving all

All Nations Church of
God By Faith
3000 -4th Avenue S. • St.
Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656

Holidays Intensify Guilt of
Addiction----------------------------

praises and thanks to our
Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ.
Weekly schedule:
Thursday, January 9,
2003 - 7-8:45 a.m.,
Prayer/Praise Service, Bi
ble Study; also, Youth En
richment Hour.
Wednesday, January
15, 2003 - Noonday Bible
Study;
also
each
Wednesday from 12 noon2:00 p.m., Bread of Life
Ministry serving lunch to
all needy in the communi

ty
Let us continue to pray
for our sick and shut-in
members as well as mem
bers who are in bereave
ment. A phone call or a vi
sit can really lift one’s spir
it when confined in our
homes or any medical fa
cility.

Sunday School...................................................9:30

a.m. '
Morning Worship...................... ...... 1......... u a.m.
Night Worship.................. ............. .............7 p.m

Tuesday Bibfe Class........................................... 8
pm.
Friday Tarry Service...................................... 8 p.m.'

Moore’s Chapel
AME Church
Rev. Janies T. Blount - Pastor
Sunday Worship - 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School (all ages) - 9:30a.m.
Noon Day Prayer/Bible Study - Wednesday -12:00 p.m.
Bible Study - Wednesday - 7:00 p.m.
3037 - Fairfield Avenue south •

• St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(727) 321-3545
“Where The Word Is Changing Lives”

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ
1135 37th Street South, St.
Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor,
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.

Guilt is a major com
ponent in the life cycle of
addiction. Most addicts are
basically good people
before they become addicts
and have some sense of
right and wrong with no
intention of hurting others.
As they become dependent
on the chemical, they begin
experiencing
situations
where they are doing and
saying things they know
deep down aren't right.
They begin to lose their
ability to control them
selves. They become
trapped in a vicious circle
of using drugs, lying about
it, stealing to support more
drug use and at each turn
the addict is accumulating
memories of each these
negative incidents.
The addict commits a
negative action and he
records a memory of that
moment, which includes
whomever he was involved
with at the time. The addict
knows these negative
actions are wrong and so
feels bad about them after
the fact. These memories
of guilt can then get trig
gered in the present or
future when he sees the
people and places that were
involved when the trans
gressions were committed

in and feels bad aboutit.
In time these transgres
sions are committed more
and more often and the
people in the addict's life
where these transgressions
have occurred become
"triggers" of the dishonest
act or deed. The people,
family members, loved
ones and friend's appear
ance to the addict triggers
the guilt. Family or friends
don't necessarily have to
say a word to the addict;
just the sight of them can
trigger the guilt. To avoid
these unpleasant guilt feel
ings, the addict will use
more drugs to insulate him
self from the guilt. Addicts
will also begin to withdraw
more and more from
friends and family as the
transgressions committed
increase in number. They
will eventually pull away
from the family, seclude
themselves and/or become
antagonistic towards those
they love.
This is a scene that is
far too often played out
during the Holiday Season,
which is when families
usually reunite. The dis
play of negative emotions
and the guilt from the past
transgressions typically
drives addicts to use drugs

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church
505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship................................................. 7:45a.m.
Sunday School ..........................................9:15 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship...................................... 10:50a.m.
Baptist Training Union........................................ 5:00p.m.
Mid-Week Worship......... .Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service . .Thursddy 7:30 p.m.
Come join us at the Church where everyone is 'Welcome!,.

heavily directly after time
spent with family, attempt
ing to chase away the guilt.
According to Luke Catton,
President of Narconon
Arrowhead, "We see a sub
stantial increase in number
of people reaching for help
during the immediate
weeks after the Holidays."
Narconon Arrowhead is
one of the nation's largest
and most successful resi
dential drug and alcohol
rehabilitation centers and
uses die drug-free social
education methodology
developed by American
author and humanitarian L.
Ron Hubbard, achieving a
success rate many times
higher than the national
average.
To get help for a loved
one battling the dwindling
spiral of drug or alcohol
addiction,
contact
Narconon
Arrowhead
today.
Log
on
to
www.stopaddiction.com or
call 1-800-468-6933. Drug
addiction can be overcome.

The Lord looks down
from heaven, He sees
all the sons of men. ■
Psalm 33

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

CENTER

GRACE

service

Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

o
w
s
H
I
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Phone
(813) 328-9412
NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor

Prayer/Praise Service ... 7:30 p.m. Wednesday
Bible Study ................ 8:00 p.m. Wednesday
Sunday School....... 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship ... 10:00 a.m.
J

Pentecostal feipple Cl?urel? of God ii? Christ
2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

Morning Glory
Sunday
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Community Bible Study Tuesday
Prayer & Bible Study.
Wednesday
intercessory Prayer
Saturday

St. Joseph Church
2101 -22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg
Sunday Masses Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Gospel Choir 9 a.m.
Traditional Choir 11 a.m.

,

Pastor, Joseph B. Reid

J/am us as we [ift up the name ofJesus

The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

..IL :

Ph: 865-9636 • 687-8357

(727) 896-5228

Sunday School......... .9:30 a.m.

MMBBB

3850 Pompano Drive SE, Coquina Key
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Sunday Services:
Church School ...... ...... ............... 9am
Praise & Worship Services...................................................... .. 10:30am
Tuesday Services:
Prayer Service . . . .................. . . . . . . . . ..................................... 6:30pm
Bible Study................................. ................ ... . ............. 7pm

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church

fl

WHEN LIFE KNOCKS YOU TO YOUR KNEES,

YOU’RE IN THE PERFECT POSITION TO PRAY!

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Morning Worship........... . .11:00 a.m.
F
E
L
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ty and empowerment,
knowing that many fingers
make a fist to deliver a
more powerful blow to
problems we face.
The NCNW invites
women of all races, ethnic
origins and economic and
social backgrounds to
become members of the
organization. It welcomes
those who wish to address
themselves to the concerns
of the Black, minority
women and her family.
Men are an active part of
NCNW and they are
encouraged to participate
in the work of the organi
zation.
For membership appli
cation or additional infor
mation, please contact
Lorraine Brown, Vice
-President of Membership
or Mary Clowers, president
at 864-3568.

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

ST. PETERSBURGThe
St.
Petersburg
Metropolitan Section of
The National Council of
Negro Women is presently
accepting applications for
new members during its
open enrollment period.
NCNW membership
offers opportunities for
leadership development
and capacity building for
women in all walks of life.
It offers an opportunity for
a diverse group of AfricanAmerican women, who
would not ordinarily do so,
to sit at a common table
and pool their strengths to
resolve common issues for
the mutual benefits of all.
NCNW membership
offers opportunities to
serve and "give back " to
the community within a
service-minded
group.
Working with the group
provides a sense of securi

New Covenant Baptist Church

3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321 -0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER

NCNW Offers
Opportunities To
Serve And Give Back

Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

9:30
10:00
11:30
7:30
7:30
5:45

a.m
a.m
a.m
p.m
p.m
a.m

'94 church working togetherfor the upbuihting of fod's kingdom”

With Allah's Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

Masjid Al-Muminin
Islamic Services

ELIM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

801 - 6th Avenue S„ St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-5246 / 823-1619

SATURDAYS
Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset

WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM
ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

Jumuah Prayer - Friday 1:30 p.m.

Traveler’s Rest

Qur'anic Study - Sunday 11:00 a.m.

Missionary Baptist
Church

Taleem - 12:00 p.m.

Imam Wilmore Sadiki
3762 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327 - 8483

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021
Mid-Morning Worship Service . .10:45 a.m.
Sunday School.............................. 9:30 a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Weds.) Rev. Donald

rw

BREAKTHROUGH CHRISTI AN' CENTER

F. Browne
"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

2900 - 34th Street South
St* Pptpr^hiirQ
Pl
1 (727) 867-4662
(727) 867-46OO/888-447-PRAY
8(7729)
• Fax
Website: www.breakthr6ughcc.com • E-mall: pastor@breakthroughcc.com

Friendship

Power Breakthrough Service @ U:00 am
A Night of Prophesy @ 6:00 pm
Thesday Services;
“Word Explosion” @ 7:30 pm

Missionary Baptist
955 - 20th Street SOuth

3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300

“Miracle Service” @7:30 pin

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Pastor John A. Evans

unday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
unday School 9:30 AM
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
hursday
Prayer and Bible Study 7 PM
also Youth Enrichment Hour

RADIO MINISTRY:
WTO-1590 Saturdays - 5-lOam
(Prophet Glenn Miller’s Gospel)
WRXB-1590 Sundays 9:36-10:00 am
WINB-13570 KHZ - Wednesdays
4-4:30pm
....

PhOne: 894-4311
www.mzprogressive.org
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service; 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.

“PROPHETIC FIRE IS FALLING”
Come As You Are - No Dress Code

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.

Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

“Breaking Through the Barriers of Impossibilities’'
Tape Ministry/Dynamic Praise & Worship

Prayer 36 Minutes Before Every Service

PASTOR/PROPHET
GLENN MILLER
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Banquet continued
from pg. 14 ___________
Civil Rights leaders. The
MLK Banquet begins the last
weekend of commemorative
celebrations to honor Dr.
King’s legacy that SCLC first
initiated 18 years ago.
Congressman Fauntroy led
the charge and was instrumen
tal in President Ronald
Reagan signing into the law
the Federal King Holiday Bill
in 1985.
Rev. Dr. Fauntroy
A native of Washington,
D.C., educated for the
Christian ministry at Virginia
Union University and the Yale
University Divinity School,
Walter E. Fauntroy has spent
the last more than forty years
organizing in the streets of
America and in the suites of
the U.S. Congress seeking to
shape public policy that
"declares good news to the
poor, that binds up the broken
hearted and sets at liberty
them that are bound" in the
United States and across the
globe.
He has been pastor of the
church of his childhood, New
Bethel Baptist Church in
Washington, D.C. since 1959.
He is also currently the
President of the National
Black Leadership Roundtable
(NBLR), the national network
vehicle of the Congressional
Black Caucus (CBC), com
posed of the heads of more
than 200 national black organ
izations. The. Roundtable was
founded by Congressman
Fauntroy in 1977 when he

Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Fauntroy

was chair of the CBC Brain
Trust on Black Voter
Participation and Network
Development. It is a mecha
nism by which leaders of
national African American
organizations meet periodical
ly to formulate positions on
public policy issues and to
.develop strategies for collec
tive action to address those
issues.
Mr. Fauntroy's. distin
guished career of public serv
ice began in 1961 when Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
appointed him Director of the
Washington Bureau of the
Southern
. Christian
Leadership Conference. From
that post he performed many
valuable services for the
movement of the 1960's. He
served as the DC Coordinator
of the historic March Oh
Washington in 1963; he was
coordinator of the Selma to
Montgomery March of 1965,
and the Meridith Mississippi
Freedom March of 1966. He
was national Director of the
20th Anniversary March on

Earth Mission Miracle Temple Of Deliverance
The Church Where The Anointing Makes
The Difference ”
Sunday Morning Worship
10 a.m.
Church School & Prayer
9 a.m.
Weekly Bible Study Tuesdays 7 p.m.
Ministerial Class Thursdays 6 p.m.
Cultural Arts Programs After School

Mon., Wed., Friday - 6:00pm Free Registration

'2611 5th. S. • St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Washington in 1983, and the Assassination of Dr. King.
launched the Free South
In 1981, as chair of the
Africa Movement with his Congressional Black Caucus,
arrest at the South African he launched the first
Embassy in 1984.
Constructive Alternative Bud
His role in organizing get of the Caucus and pro
these classic exercises of the duced the Black Leadership
First Amendment right to Family Plan Fpr the Unity,
every American citizen to Survival, and Progress of
"peaceably assemble to peti Black People, It remains the
tion the government" for • guide for the activities of the
changes in public policy, has NBLR. Congressman Faunt
resulted in many "strides roy also found time to serve as
towards freedom" here arid chair .of the Congressional
around the world: (1) passage task Force on Haiti, a biparti
of the Civil Rights Act of san group of members of the
1963, (2) the Voting Rights House and Seriate that forged
Act of 1965, (3) the "Great a new U.S, policy toward that
Society" programs of 1967, struggling nation. He was also
(4) the Fair Housing Act of a member of the select com
1968, (5) the Martin Luther mittee on Narcotics Abuse
King, Jr. national Holiday Bill and Control.
In recognition of his dis
of 1985 and (6) the South
African Sanctions Bill of tinguished record of hu
manitarian service, both
1986,
As the District Of Co Virginia Union University and
lumbia's Delegate to Con , Yale University have con
gress; over a twenty year peri ferred upon him honorary
od, Mt- Fauntroy became a Doctor of Law Degrees:
The Reverend Mr. Faun
pivotal voice in shaping and
implementing many signifi troy is married to the former
cant changes in national pub ..'Miss Dorothy Simms of
lic policy. As a member of the Petersburg, Va. they have one
House District Committee, of son, Marvin Keith, and one
course, he designed and engi adopted daughter, Melissa
neered the passage of the D.C. Alice, bom February 7, 19.90'.
Home Rule Act in 1973. In
1976, he introduced and the
House of Representatives
passed'his resolution to estab
lish a, Select Committee to *
investigate the Assassinations '
of President John F Kennedy
and Dr. Martin Luther King.
Jr. Congressman Fauntroy
chaired the Subcommittee on

Jesus
Saves

Pleasant Grove
Pastor Joseph Gordon
and the Pleasant Grove
Church family invite you
to worship with them on
Sunday, January 5.
The Angelic Choir will
render Song Service, and
Usher Board #1 will serve
in the 7:00 a.m. Early
Morning Worship Service.
Sunday School begins
at
9:30
a.m.
with
Superintendent
Deacon
Philip Carter presiding.
Mid-morning worship
begins at 10:50 a.m. Choir
#1 will render Song
Service, and Usher Board
#1 will serve. Holy
Communion
will
be
administered in both serv
ices.
Also, the General
Home Mission will meet at
.3:30 p.m. with their
President,
Gladys
D.
Newton. Also, Baptist
Training Union and new
member orientation will
commence at 5:00 p.m.,
Dessie Marshall, President.
The Nurses Guild
Ministry will meet on
Thursday, January 2, at
7:00 p.m., Essie R. Evans,
President.
Also,’
the

Deacon and Trustee Boards
will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Our monthly business
meeting will begin prompt
ly at 7:30 p.m. All secre
taries and treasurers are ex
pected to be present to
make reports. Note: busi
ness meeting is January 3.
Pleasant Grove is
sponsoring two exciting
tours for the summer of

“2003”. A seven-day Car
ibbean cruise from May
25-June 1 and a land-lovers
bus tour to New York City
and the Pocono Mountains
from July 11-17. Please
contact Kay Curry at (727)
864-2937 for details.
Thought for the week:
“Let us not grow weary
while doing good, for in
due season we shall reap if

we do not lose heart." Galatians 6:9.
May His peace be with
you till we meet again.

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship............................................7:00 a.m.
Sunday School..........................................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.................................................... 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union.............................................4:30 p.m.
Communion....................................... 7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays............................................................. 7:30 p.m.
Rev. Joseph Gordon

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S„ St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

(Jod. (Be. ‘The (glory”

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

St. John (Missionary (Baptist Church
1500 N. Pennsylvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056
Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor

Trinity Presbyterian Church b
2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 327-8560

Sunday Services
Sunday Service . ........................................................................ 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School...............................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ..,......... ................................... 11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ...........5:00 p.m.
Wteek/y Services
,
Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
‘The church where everybody is somebody arid Christ is all.

9.00 AM................................................................
Prayer Time
9:30 AM................................................................... Sunday School
11:00 AM........ ..................................................................... Worship
12:30 PM.................................................... After Service Fellowship
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study

&00ptn

For more information, contact

Deborah R Green, Executive Director/
at; (727) 821-9472

Church Phone: (727) 323-3210
Pastor’s Office: (727) 895-9591
Rev. Constance I). Samuels - Pastor

You. are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel
and a Christian community for everyone

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church

Dr. Frederick D.
Terry

930 - 18th Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Morning Worshi......................................................................................... 8:00a.m.
Sunday School........................................................................................... 9:30a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship............................................................. 11:OO a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed. .....................7:00 p.m.

Bus ministry provided for all services • Tour presence is welcomed

Greater Mt. Zion
African Methodist
Episcoftsfc Church

Harvest Revival
Enlarge Our Coast............Join us for the
FeastNightly Services Sept. 20th thru
Sept. 28th, 2002 @ 7:3tLRM
Saturday services @ 2:30 PM’ ' ’

House Of God, PGT
930 18th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bishop James W. Paschal
and wife, Lavern

For additional information, call 550-2521 or 866-0643
Pastor - Bishop Janies W. Paschal
Guest Evangelist - Evangelist Irene Crawford of Cincinnati, OH

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH
:' 2051 - 9th Avenue South,
St Petersburg, FL 33712
||| Clifford F Cannedy, St Pastor
■
(813) 822-2455
Church School .......9:30 a m
Morning Worship 11 00 a m
B.T.U.... ....... .... ..... 5:00 p m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Tuesday Evening
Bible Class................ 7:30 p.m.

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6 30 p.m.
Rev. Clarence Williams,
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Pastor
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Did 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

Wednesday Youth

■Rehearsal.......... 5:30 p.m,
Thursday Prayer & Church
School Study........... 7:30 p m.
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR.
I Choir Rehearsal.... 11 ;00 a.m.

Queen Street
Church Os God In Christ

Transportation to Church: 727-743-3993 or 727-798-4430
Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.
The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

LIGHTHOUSE CATHEDRAL OF FAITH
309 15th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
Telephone: 727-823-5750
Fax: 727-821-9000
Archbishop Willie Bolden, D.D., D.D.
Pastor Glenda Bolden, PH.D., D.D.
Delores Ross, Resident Pastor

Sunday Morning Prayer..............................................
Sunday School.............................................................
Sunday Worship Service........................... ..
Intercessory Prayer - Wednesday................................
Bible Study - Wednesday............................................,
Intercessory Prayor - Saturday.....................................

Willie & Glenda
Bolden

.........8:00 AM
........ 8:15 AM
.........9:00 AM
.........6:30 PM
........ 7:30 PM
.........6:00 PM

“Arise shine; for thy light is come, arid the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee." (Isaiah 60:1)

20th Street
Church Of
Christ
820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

Elder: Tony Smith

Hi

1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 896-4356

"Soaring Higher in
Christ Jesus"

Eider AJP* Cottage, Pastor

Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning bible Class ...... . 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship................. 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ........7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ................... 5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class.............. 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class ... .7:00 p.m.

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
327-0997

Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor
SUNDAY
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY
Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY
Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER TIMES
Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour before
service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST
Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way, call
327-0997.

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

8:00 A'.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Tuesday Bible Study
7:30 P.M. - Thursday Pastoral
Teaching

YPWW First' and Third Sunday of
Each Month’after Morning Service
fe

Are you doing what God wants you to do?

Pastor Keturah
D. Pittman

Saint Mark
African Methodist Episcopal Church
• Sunday-: Church School,
9:45am
• Sunday- Worship Service,
11:00am
• Tuesday- Operation "BIG EAR",
6:00pm- 7:00pm
Spiritual Counseling
< Wednesday- Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,
7:00pm- Until
• Thursday- Tutoring for K thru 5th,
6:30pm- 7:30pm
• Friday- Great Book Review for Youth, 7:00pm
1 Saturday- Young Men’s Bible Study, "Teen Word"
Each 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month
9:00am- 10:00am
2232 62nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(727) 867-2400

Need your Ministry Degree or Ordination?
Call Us Today!

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33711

(727) 327-0554
"Church of The Open Door"

Rev. Joaquin
Marvin

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship:
8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/
Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
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national news
It’s Worth a Better Chance —
Organization for Academically Gifted Minority
Students Makes Worth Magazine's ‘100 Best
Chui ities in America’ List
NEW YORK - A Bet
ter Chance, the national re
source for identifying,
recruiting and developing
leaders among academical
ly gifted students of color,
has been named one of the
nations top 100 charities
by Worth magazine. Ac
cording to Worth, there are
more than 800,000 public
charities in the U.S. Those
on the Worth list have had
the biggest impact and,
based on tax returns over
the past three years, spent
at least 50 percent revenue,
or 65 percent of expenses
on programs, and no more
than 35 percent on fund
raising.
"Worth magazine's rec
ognition comes after a dif
ficult year economically to
place 1,400 minority stu
dents, mostly at or below
income poverty level, in
225 of the nation’s top pri
vate and public schools.
This is in addition to pro
viding mentoring and edu
cational counseling servic
es to thousands of our
Scholars and Alumni/' said

Judith Berry Griffin, presi
dent of A Better Chance.
"Everyone who works, vol
unteers or contributes
financially to A Better
Chance deserves to share
in the honor."
Worth’s list of the 100
Best Charities includes
agencies that service the
environment, relief and de
velopment, health, human
services and the arts, health
and’ the poor. Its education
category reflects a priority
on K-12, part of the group
A Better Chance has been
servicing since its incep
tion in 1963.
"A Better Chance has
been making a difference,
one student at a time," said
Griffin. "We commend
Worth for conducting an
exhaustive search and ac
knowledging our efforts
and those of all the great
organizations on its list."
A Better Chance iden
tifies and recruits academi
cally talented and motivat
ed students of color and
guides them toward a vari
ety of educational opportu

nities. Founded in 1963, it
is the oldest and only
national organization of its
kind. Through its historic
signature program, the
College
Preparatory
Schools Program, it places
students in some of our
nation's finest college
preparatory schools.
Currently, more than
4,000 students are reached
annually through A Better
Chance programs nation
wide, of which 1,400 are
enrolled in 225 Member
Schools. Since its incep
tion, more than 11,500
children have been given
an A Better Chance oppor
tunity. A Better Chance
maintains major offices in
New York and Boston, has
eight regional staff offices
and a national network of
4,000 recruitment volun
teers. Oprah Winfrey be
came National Spokesper
son in 1997.
For information about
A Better Chance, call (800)
562-7865
or
visit
www.abetterchance.org.

Denny's to Raise $1 Million for the King Center
SPARTANBURG, SC which was established in
- Denny's restaurants, For 1968 by Coretta Scott King
tune Magazine's "Best to advance Dr. Martin Lu
Company in America for ther King Jr's legacy. This
Minorities,"
announced will be the second year of
that it will raise $1 million Denny's national multi
for The King Center in At year fundraising initiative
lanta during 2003. The dedicated to promoting hu
announcement took place man and civil rights.
recently during the Tom
"The campaign, which
Joyner Morning Show's is focused on promoting
popular "Sky-Show" at the community service, is a
Atlanta Civic Center.
crucial step towards fulfill
Beginning
January ing the King Center's mis
2003, Denny's will donate sion of building the Belov
20 cents from the sale of ed Community that Dr.
each All-American Slam King envisioned," said
entree as part of the "Re Denny's chief diversity
ignite the Dream" cam officer Rachelle Hoodpaign to The King Center, . Phillips. "Many of us do

DO YOU
HAVE
SOME
THING TO
SELL? STOP
IN OR CALL
TODAY TO
PLACE
YOUR AD
896-2922

not know Dr. King's teach
ings on serving one anoth
er. It is our hope to rekindle
his thinking and his words
in the minds of the Ameri
can people so that we make
serving one another, serv
ing our neighborhoods and
communities a way of life.
We hope this campaign will
're- ignite' these values
among the American peo
ple."
The King Center will
use the grant to build oper
ational capacity in order to
introduce pext-generation
programs that advance Dr.
King's core philosophies
and legacy. "I want people

to know that Martin lived a
life dedicated to serving to
God and to his fellow
human beings. In his own
words, he said that he
wanted to be remembered
as one who gave his life
loving and serving humani
ty," said King Center Foun
der, Mrs. Coretta Scott
King. "As a result of The
King Center's partnership
with Youth Service Amer
ica, people of all ages
throughout the nation will
have access to Servenet, a
nationwide database of
community service oppor
tunities on the King Cen
ter's website."

"At The King Center,
we encourage people to
serve their communities
and nation by serving one
another and making service
a way of life, not just on the
King Holiday, but every
day. The Denny's Re-lgnite
the Dream campaign will
help us spread this mes
sage," concluded Mrs.
King.
Anyone can log on to
www.thekingcenter.org or
call 866-4-A-Dream and
find a community service
opportunity by zip code, in
their own communities.

Kgshn'Karry
tty

makes it h?3-*
Get a healthy start to the new
year with quality ingredients
from Kash n' Karry. You'll always
find a great variety of fresh
produce and tender, lean meats
for a healthy family meal.

On December 23, 1815, Henry Highland. Garnet,

minister, abolitionist and diplomat, was born a

Alt stores are open New Year's Day.

slave in Kent County, Maryland.

7D&

HOME
BUYERS

Bwho/e
SZr/o/n Tips

Eft sefRound - 8-12 La. Average

39
(CHOICE 1

SOMEDAY...SHOULD YOU DECIDE TO
SELL YOUR HOUSE
WE WOULD LIKE TO BUY IT-

U1 CASH

Custom
Fteeof cnarve

1

Florida
Strawberries

IMIhK 0.S.B.A,

Seme SonefessfilQtf

• No real estate sales, commissions, saving you at least 6%
• No hassles with loan approvals or other financing issues - All

Fresh Farm RaisedCattish Fillet
w

PaidlnCash

• Quick dosing - usually within 7 days from acceptance of
offer

£ 7mt

SPECIAL VALUES AVAILABLE THIS WEEK ONLY’ HEy«ry<fcy
£ Savings

LOW RICES
WEEK AFTER

WEEK!

• Eliminates the inconvenience of showing your home at odd

hours
• No problem with "contingency offers"
12-Park
Pepsi Products

X,2/'

Kellogg's frosted
flakes Cereal

WE BUY ANY HOUSE)
Call Chico Dials
(727) 424-3172 • Fax (727) 328-9848

Breyers Yogurt

Project New Life Housing Corporation
Prices Effective: Wednesday, January 1 Tuesday, January 7,2003
We ros&rva tfia fight to timit qtianz&es and cornet typog&i ‘acat and photographic arms

f

1$
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Security Forces Unleashing Violence Critics Bash Bush's Delay of African
ABIDJAN (IRIN) - At ties, ranging from extra-judi often linked to operations by detention without charge or
Trip-------------------------- ------------------------------tempts by security forces to cial executions to death in special task forces assigned trial.
stem the rise in crime and
inter-communal conflicts
had resulted in the deaths of
thousands of people, Am
nesty International said re
cently in a new report on
Nigeria entitled "Security
forces in Nigeria: Serving to
protect and respect human
rights?"
On many occasions, it
said, the violence appeared
to have been unleashed with
government complacency
and even outright complici
ty. "The federal police and
the armed forces are respon
sible for numerous human
rights violations on a regular
basis in their policing activi

custody, torture and cruel, to patrol streets and high
"The poor performance by Emad Mekav
inhuman and degrading ways to control armed rob of the Nigerian police in
WASHINGTON (IPS)
treatment of suspects," bery, the report said.
effectively tackling crime, - President George W.
Amnesty said.
It noted, however, that constant allegations of Bush's decision to delay a
In many instances, tor they also occurred during human rights violation dur widely anticipated trip to
ture in police cells results in violence or illegal activities ing law enforcement activi Africa has prompted accu
death, it pointed out, adding • by some members of the ties and the sense of mistrust
sations from experts that
that the police usually at police force, including ille which they inspire among
Washington is growing cal
tribute such deaths in cus gal checkpoints set up to Nigerians, have also facili
tody to alleged attempts to extort bribes from citizens. tated the creation of armed lous to the world's develop
escape. "Victims are labeled Amid general concern over vigilante groups at local and ment problems. The White
as armed robbers to deny crime, the report stated; seri state level,' which routinely House recently announced
them any form of popular ous flaws in the legal system carry out summary execu that it was canceling the
sympathy and to justify inac had permitted the police to tions, unlawful detention January 10-17 trip, which
tion by superiors within the routinely label citizens as ahd inflict torture and other would have been Bush's
police who only rarely "suspects of armed robbery cruel, inhuman and degrad first official visit to Africa
attempt to investigate these or murder" without any sub ing treatment on suspected . as president.
cases," it noted. Extra-judi stantial evidence, resulting criminals," Amnesty added.
The announcement is a
cial executions of criminal in extremely lengthy periThe full report is posted snub to people struggling
suspects not in custody are ods-in most cases, years- of at: http://www. amnesty.org.
with the continent's heavy
burdens - including HIV/AIDS, debt and civil wars meeting on Dec. 16. address the adverse conse
many of them fueled by
Mbeki, said the: party
Mbeki, who took over the quences of globalization on needed to blend its two
U.S.-backed- policies, said
reigns of both the party and our continent," said Mbeki. realities by ensuring that
Africa Action. The deci
tiie country from former The president is often criti the money and means
sion is "wholly unjustified
president Nelson Mandela, cized for being out of the available for development
ahd insensitive to those
has stamped a different country too often, hammer spending was used. "We
dying on the frontlines hi
identity and image onto the ing down commitments to cannot explain to people
the war on AIDS, a war
ANC. Under him, it is a far the New Partnership for why we have policies and
more just and important
more
business-oriented Africa's
Development money, but we cannot im
than apy war on Iraq, and
organization, more con (NEPAD). But this criti plement," said ANC pro
cerned with implementing cism did not arise at the vincial leader, Mbhazima
one which George Bush
policy than with wrangling conference as the party Shilowa. .
refuses to acknowledge,"
over whether the correct pledged to deal decisively
said Salih Booker, director
The party has pledged
policy has been chosen. with poverty.
itself to halving unemploy
of Africa Action, the oldest
Under him, the ANC is far
An income survey pub ment by 2014 - joblessness
Africa advocacy group in
more aware of its place in lished last month show that is currently at 30 percent of
Washington.
Africa and in the world. most South Africans have the working age popula
Bill Fletcher, president
Whereas the Mandela ad grown poorer between tion. In addition, the party
of
Washington-based
ministration was inward- 1995 and 2001 with the ainfs to ensure universal
TransAfrica
Forum, said
looking, concerned with rich (both Black and white access to water by 2008
the
decision
maintains
managing the transition people) taking the. lion's arid to sanitation by 2010.
Bush's policy of giving
from apartheid, Mbeki has, sharez of income growth..
Other social measures
pledged South Africa's Class lines have: Clearly are that the ANC will work
Africa's poor, the coldfuture firmly to that of the stratified in South Africa toward securing a safety
shoulder. "The Bush ad
continent:
and this too was on show in net by drawing together the
ministration has consistent
The ANC conference Stellenbosch. While most range of welfare measures
ly demonstrated that Africa
used a symbol of a black delegates were obviously into. avlfeMprefeiato sw
Is a low prfefity,fr-afprijri^ ,
congress circle, surrounded of modest means, business dial security" systenrMbety at all," he said.' "From
by a map of Africa. It was people allied to the ANC ki has set himself 2012 as
the minute they took over,
essential to secure "the pro thronged in a "network the year when he will have
the Bush administration
per integration of the Afri lounge" where free Italian shown to deliver "A better
made it clear that Africa
can continent - within the coffee, cappuccinos, and life for all" - an ANC theme
wasn’t even on their radar'
world, community as an other gifts Were dished out. that it takes from election
screen."
equal partner.,, with appro This is a new face of the to election.
priate steps taken to ANC.

White Power Gives Way to Black Power
by Farah Khan
STELLENBOSCH,
SA (IPS) - By the end of
its recent national, confer-,
ence, the ruling African
National Congress (ANC)
reflected a party that has
consolidated power in this
once divided country.
The host of the confer
ence, Stellenbosch Univer
sity, near the coastal city of
Cape Town, once bred
some of the key intellects
of the apartheid era. Now it
welcomed a new genera
tion of leaders of Africa's
newest democracy. White
power had given way to
Black.
In a valley surrounded
by several mountains, the
rank ahd'file of the party
met to assess how far the.
party has come in eight
years in power. Its dele
gates thronged the oaklined avenues attending
different meetings to con
sider progress oh develop
ment and economic policy.
The verdict: "We have
made a good beginning",
said President Thabo
Mbeki when he opened the

Citing unnamed "do
mestic and international
considerations," the White
House said the trip would
be put off until later in
2003. A U.S. official re
portedly said the president
would have to stay home to
follow developments on
the explosive confrontation
with Iraq and to track his
domestic agenda after the
resignation of Mississippi's
Trent Lott as Senate major
ity leader. Bush had been
expected to visit Senegal,
Nigeria, Kenya, South
Africa and Mauritius. On
his itinerary was the second
annual trade and develop
ment forum between the
United States and subSaharan nations, developed
under the controversial
African Growth and Op
portunity Act (AGOA),
passed by U.S. lawmakers
in 2000.
A few days before the
White House announced it
was cancelling the trip,
African groups, working in
coalition as the Platform
Against Bush Policies, said
they were preparing to
oppose the forum on the
grounds that AGOA impos
es neo-liberal conditions
on poor nations in return
for some access to the U.S:
market. Groups like TransAfrica and Africa Action,
among many others, have
previously said that it is the
entire structure of U.S. policy in-Africaj^nd' not just
one initiative, that damages
the fives of millions of poor
people on the impover
ished continent.
The groups have urged
U.S. officials to eliminate

what they regard as
Africa's illegitimate exter
nal debt, and to boost U.S.
investment in social devel
opment. They say that the
world's richest country, and
the backbone of several
international financial in
stitutions (IFIs), should
also pay greater attention to
health crises that are rav
aging the continent, includ
ing the HIV/AIDS epidem
ic. "Once again, Africa is
not a priority for this White
House and the Republican
rulers on Capitol Hill,"
Booker said. "They think
they've addressed enough
black issues with the re
placement of Lott and they
callously dump Africa
again."
Africa activists in
creasingly believe that the
administration is interested
only in Africa's oil and in
using its territory for Wash
ington's self-styled 'war on
terror'. They charge that the
administration positions
the United States as a
world leader while making
decisions that disregard the
development of Africa.
"The U.S. government con
tinues shamelessly to limit
funding for AIDS pro
grams in Africa and sup
ports the pharmaceutical
companies' efforts to en
force patent laws against
poor countries seeking ac
cess to affordable medi
cines," Booker said.
In 2001, Washington
nearly boycotted the World
Conference Against Ra
cism in Durban, South
’Africa. The low-level dele
gation that did attend even
tually walked .out, siding

with the interests of its ally,
Israel, at the expense of
African Americans and
African nations.'
This year, it is provid
ing gigantic subsidies for
its agribusiness sector,
which activists say severe
ly impair the ability of
African farmers to compete
or achieve agricultural de
velopment.
Earlier this summer, at
the G8 summit of the eight
most industrialized coun
tries, Bush ignored Africa,,
which was supposed to be
the main agenda item, and
focused instead on Iraq,
isolating Palestinian leader
Yasser Arafat and the issue
of nuclear weapons in the
former Soviet Union.
But what is perhaps
most offensive to Africans
and Africa activists is the
failure of the United States
- which is expected to
spend $396.1 billion on
defense alone this year and
has, through its contribu
tions' to the IFIs, great
influence on the economic
agendas of African nations
- to help fight the HIV/AIDS pandemic. More
than three million people
died of AIDS this year
worldwide, 80 percent of
them in Africa.
"We ask - as people
asked years ago about the
Holocaust - 'how can the
U.S. government know and
fail to act?' The answer
appears to be racism,
Booker said. "The U.S. just
doesn't value African
lives."

OBITUARIES
died December 11, 2002.
Survivors include her mother,
Lizzie Clark, St. Petersburg;
two brothers, Otis and Ber
nard Crawford; four sisters,
Jenny
Johnson,
Lomia
Starling, St. Petersburg,
Gloria Irvin, Orlando, and
Janice Bonapart, Colorado
Springs, CO; 10 nieces, nine
nephews, several cousins and
friends and a special friend,
Billy Martin. McRae Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.

ST. PETERSBURG
RITES

LOVE, LA’DORIS, 47,'
died December 11, 2002.
Survivors include her mother
and father, Vera and Elzie
Love, St. Petersburg; one
daughter, La’Keasha Love, St.
Petersburg; one sister, Gloria
Love (Julie Monroe); three
brothers, Marvin (Stacy)
Kelley; Lancaster, PA, Larry
(Brenda) Love, and Anthony
Love, St. Petersburg; four
grandchildren,
LaKresha
Love, Lakahla Love, DeJon
and RayJon Love, all of St.
Petersburg; and several
nieces, nephews and cousins.
McRae Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg.

LYNCH, LOUISE B.,
died December 20, 2002.
Survivors include one daugh
ter, Kathryn (Alphonse)

Lynch Campbell, S. San
Francisco, CA; one son,
Caston.L. (Ossie) Lynch, St.
Petersburg; one sister, Willie
B. Welch, Waycross, GA; nine
grandchildren; 15 great grand
children; two great great
grandchildren; and several
nieces, nephews and friends.
McRae Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg.

MOORE, JANET, 67,

green, AL,' and John D.
Stallworth, Nashville, TN;
two close friends, Edward
Williams, Raleigh, NC, and
Andre Snow, Pittsburg, PA;
and several' nieces, nephews,
cousins and friends. McRae
’UHAl’Al Hffllld, SI. PfilSKbllfg

An Easy Way to Pay

In Advance For Your Funeral
A Full Service Firm

Robert C. Young

GIVE GOD
WHAT'S
RIGHT, NOT
WHAT'S
LEFT.

is an easy way to pay

(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.

for your funeral and

& Howard)

have peace of mind."

Clearwater, FL

442-2388

Willie See Wasfiipgtoi)
t, 1942

Deeply Loved and Missed
by your husband, Donnell,
daughters, Donna and. Sabrina,
son, Donnell, Jr.
■and
Lothairo, Mona, Dad, sisters
and grandkids
TAYBORN,
CRAIG
DOUGLAS, 37, died recently.
Survivors include his wife,
Mary Makeba; two step
daughters, Tamara and Emma
Lauderdale; one Godson, Ma
lik Williams; one sister, Anita
Meeks, Pensacola; four aunts,
Carrie L. Cook, Columbia,
SC, Eirima Jean Brantley,
Pensacola, Dorothy Mae
Stallworth, Evergreen, AL,
and Alberta Stallworth, Long
Island: City, NY; two uncles;
Matthew Stallworth, Jr., Ever

Yes, that's right, there

Funeral Director
Since 1975
1005 Howard Street

SERENITY r UNERAL HOME, IN

The average funeral costs much less today than most people
think. However, in the future, an average funeral will cost
more.

If you pay. now, your funeral is fully funded and won't pose a
financial burden to those left behind.
Affordable monthly payments are available to suit your needs
and your budget. You choose the payment plan you want and
if you relocate - your plan goes with you.

Don't delay...

Family Budget Plan $1,399.00

(Cloth Casket - Grey or Blue)
Traditional Burial $2,199.00

(20 Gauge Steel Casket)
Elite Services/Deluxe $3,599.00

(18 Gauge Steel Casket)
Plans do not include: Minister, Flowers,
Police Escort, Programs, Grave Space
or Cemetery Sendees

Elder Leon Lavell Thomas

A . Full Service Parlor
FounderZExecutjve Directoi
Professional Staff • Casket Display
• Cremations • Urns Available
832 N.E. 5th Street (Hwy. 44), Crystal River

1-866-564-1408 • 1-352-564-140

Call or Write to us today
to learn more about
funeral planning,

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St, Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
SAVE UP TO

Boley Centers for
Behavioral Health Care

CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG

so%

has employment opportuni
ties available.
Please call our jobline or
visit our website for
an up-to-date list of our
openings.
Jobline: (727) 821-4819 x8
website:
www.boleycenters.org

Employment Division
Office is Located at

N„

One 4th St.
4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only
www.stpete.brg
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

On Dental Services
Includes FREE Prescription, Vision
and Chiropractic Plans

(727) 864-6675

son to have their own route.
CALL - 894-3294 FOR DETAILS

“When You Need Quality
Craftsmanship''

Caring for Pinellas Cou
Florida since 1977

(727) 492-8195

A Unique Profession
Hands-on care of tht
terminally ill.
Accepting Application

There Is a
Reason to
Read The
Rfeek/y

RNs, LPNs

1-900-226-5883
Ext. 3157
$2.99 per min.
Must be 18 yrs.

Serv-U (619)648-8434

GOD BLESS
AMERICA

EARN INCOME
FROM HOME

African American
History For
Students And
Teachers On The
Web.

Your own business!
Mail-order/Internet
Full training
& support.
Free Information
I HavePotential.com
888-373-8740

www.africanaonline.com
www.toonari .com

AD DEADLINE IS
4:00 P.M.
MONDAY

The Weekly Challenger has an

Immediate Opening
For a Newspaper Advertising Sales Executive

Unlimited Income Potential
PREFER OUTSIDE
SALES EXPERIENCE
CALL (727) 822-8996 for details
or submit resume via fax to (727) 823-2568

(FL License Requirec

Need heIp starting or
managing a business?

AHHAJCNAs
(Both FL cert, needec
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-377

Challenger!

The Weekly Challenger

thanks

BadcOck Furniture, the

Verizon FdundatiOn, and the

PLEASE SUPPORT
OUR PAPER BY
PATRONIZING
OUR
ADVERTISERS

YOUR AD
COULD BE

and existing small businesses, and non-profit organizations
involved in developing neighborhood-based businesses.

•Business information and research

Ciega High, St. Petersburg

♦Business planning and loan counseling

High, and Academy Prep,

•Business loan resources
♦Government contract assistance

♦Entrepreneurial training

Are you purchasing a home?

NO MONEY DOWN
NO CLOSING COSTS

31-43-54

Special Financing provided by

CA$H 3

WORKING

Buccaneers

578 399 612

FOR YOU!

MORTGAGE
1507 4ih Street North
St. Petersburg, Florida 33704

034

CALL OR

965 268 400

STOP IN

Buccaneer Mortgage, Inc.
727-898-2827 • 1-888-314-8839
Ask for Leshana McIntosh

TODAY

6-4 5-7 1-3

896-2922

or apply online at:

www.buccaneermortgage.com

Rates and loan programs are subjeetto change without notice.

7- 2 3-6 8-5

WE NEED

Tlje Weehlg Challenger
2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Partners in Self-Sufficiency

Subscription:

6 Months

Man

$18

Home Delivery

10

Annual
$30
18

YOUR HELP...

THE ST. PETERSBURG HOUSING AUTHORITY'S
SELF-SUFFICIENCY PROGRAM IS LOOKING
FOR FAMILIES THAT WERE RELOCATED
FROM JORDAN PARK

WHY?

Families relocated from Jordan Park may be eligible for:
__ i---------------------------------

Address______ ______________ __________________________________
Qty ___ ____________ _______ State_____ _ Zip Code_____________
Phone_____
____________ ______________ _ ___________________
Is this a renewal?
If so, who is your carrier?____ ______ ________

1) Help in becoming economically self-sufficient and to become
a first time homeowner.
2) Financial Assistance to help you to become economically selfsufficient.
3) Case Management services that will assist you to become
employed or to receive job training.

CALL THE SPHA7SSP OFFICE AT 893-1983 OR
STOP BY OUR OFFICE AT 1201 22nd STREET, SOUTH
Make checks payable to: ®l|e Weekly (Ii|aUetujrr

Visit us at 104516th Street South, St. Petersburg,

FL, or www.stpete.orgLor call 727-893-7146 for an
appointment or more information.

_ wwespHiclude;

Middle, Gibbs' HigfoBcJca1 ""

iftjQOD

HERE

counseling, technical assistance, and training to evolving

dents at John HOpkins

9-17-25

I D A

The Business Development Center offers free business

COntributions benefiting stu

WEEK!
I Jr L

Let the St Petersburg Business Development Center assist you!

Tampa Bay D-Rays for their

THE

Name________ -

Toonari Web Dev.
Presents:

Sales Representative

PAR provides substance abuse and men
tal health services for families who
receive cash assistance or are low income
families. Services are offered at no cost to
individuals and are confidential. Services
are available to adults and children.
For more information,
contact Gerald Syrkett
At 727-893-5438
Crack Cocaine Kills People and
Shatters Lives

LEWIS ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION, INC.

MEET
YOUR
MATCH

Your Neighborhood
Insurance Agency
Specializing In
Affordable
Life*Health*Dental«Vision
Disability«Commercial
Liability & Bonds Also

OPERATION PAR
SELF-SUFFICIENCY
PROJECT

Competitive Wages

Lie.# ERI31) 12312

(813)244-7388

BENNIE BRINSON
Insurance Agency

SEEKING AN ENERGETIC, SELF
STARTER WITH A MINIMUM OF
2 YRS. SALES EXPERIENCE.
COMMISSIONED. MUST POSSESS
GOOD COMMUNICATION
SKILLS AND BE PERSONABLE.
COMMISSION ONLY. PLEASE
FAX RESUME TO (727) 321-3025

WANTED

Bonded & Insured

3,4,5 Bedrooms For Relit
in St. Petersburg & Gulfport

WRXB RADIO STATION IS

PERSON WITH TRANSPORTATION
To deliver The Weekly Challenger each
Thursday to home - business subscrip
tions. Excellent chance for the right per

All Phases Of Residential
& Commercial Work

Section 8 Housing

Your
ARIES (Mar. 21- April 20) You could lose money or precious
belongings if you aren't careful. Try not to upset others with
your plans. Go directly to the source if you want to know
exactly what's been going on. You will benefit through hidden
assets and property investments.
TAURUS (Apr. 21- May 21) Your ability to deal with humani
tarian groups will enhance your reputation. You may want to
talk to your boss about your future goals. Short trips will be
educational. Take time to deal with the concerns of children.
GEM INI (May 22-June 21) Lay your cards on the table regard
ing your personal direction. Sooner or later your partner will
have had enough, so stop being critical. Channel your energy
into projects that will enhance your home. Opportunities to
expand your circle of friends will result in possible new roman
tic encounters.
CANCER (June 22-July 22) You will find yourself tied to the
phone all week it seems. Resist any idle chatter or gossip, it
could be harmful. Stay calm and focus on things that will help
you understand the situation better. You will enjoy the interac
tion with youngsters and take great pride in the projects you've
completed.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Investments will not be as they appear
this week. You will be ready to jump on anyone who gets in the
way of your progress this week. You may find it difficult to dis
cuss personal matters with family members. If you're looking
to do something worthwhile, consider volunteer work.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 -Sept. 23) Pleasure trips will induce exciting
and passionate encounters. Don't lend to people who have
given you negative vibes. Travel and communications will not
run as smoothly as you had hoped. Caustic language may cause
you to want to get out of the house.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23) Your creative talent will prove to be
lucrative if put to proper use. You may be emotional and quick
to judge others. You can expect sorrow to evolve from the
information you discover about a friend. Your tendency to
dramatize may be a little much for your partner to take.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22) Your personal secrets may be
revealed if you let coworkers in on your family dilemmas. Your
self confidence will attract members of the opposite sex You
can work in conjunction with those in the know in order to get
to the bottom of any pending issue. You may be out of sorts if
you have been extravagant or have let children or friends take
advantage of you financially.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -Dec. 21) Spend some time with peo
ple who can shed some light on yourpersonal situation. You
may interest some of them in a service you have to offer. Be
sure to question any detail that you feel could leave you in a
precarious position at a later date. You can make money if you
put your savings into conservative investments.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22.- Jan. 20) You'll get to your destination
just as quickly, so don't hurry or tailgate. Someone around you
may not be trustworthy. You must watch your tendency to
spend whatever you make. Relatives will be happy that you
dropped by.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb. 19) Don't do something silly just to
get back at your mate. Take a look at investment opportunities.
You should socialize with clients or upper echelons of your
industry if possible. Someone close needs money, don't give
them the use of your credit card.
PISCES (Feb. 20-Mar. 20) Don't be afraid to make a move if
you aren't happy with your emotional situation. You should
regain some of your self esteem if you get involved in organi
zational functions. Don't get upset. Do what's best for the peo
ple you love most.

forms No card
Nonassies
Publix makes saving simple.

Publix
Where shopping is a pleasure*
Visit our website at www.publix.com

/

The Other
White Meat*

Prices Effective Thursday, January 2
through Wednesday, January 8,2003.

Assorted
Pork Loin Chops

Only in the Following Counties: Lee, Collier, Hillsborough,
Pinellas, Pasco, Lake, Hernando, Citrus, Manatee,
Sarasota, Charlotte, Polk, Orange, Seminole, Highlands,
Brevard and Osceola. Quantity Rights Reserved.

Publix Pork, All Natural, Full Flavor
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Florida's
Natural Juice

"ty SIlU^

Orange Juice: Regular, With Calcium,
Home Squeezed, Home Squeezed
With Calcium or Growers Style; or
Ruby Red Grapefruit Juice,
100% Pure From Florida,
64-oz ctn.
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Publix Turkey
Half Sub Combo

Italian
Bread

Custom Made Turkey Sub: A Fresh
Baked Sub Roll Stacked High With Lean
Oven Roasted Turkey, Then Garnished
With Your Choice of Toppings, With
Dirty Chips and 22-oz Drink, each
combo (Boar’s Head® Turkey Half
Sub Combo, each combo... 4.39)

Baked Fresh Throughout the Day,
From the Publix Bakery,
16-oz loaf

Buy One Get One

Healthy Choice Deli
Traditions Ham or
Turkey Zip Pack
Ham: Honey, Honey Maple or Virginia
Brand; or Oven Roasted Turkey Breast,
10-oz pkg.

12-Pack Selected
Pepsi Products
12-oz can (Limit four 12-packs please.)
(6-Pack Selected Pepsi Products,
24-oz bot.... 2/5.00)

Buy One Get One

FREE FREE

Kellogg's Cereal

Special K or Special K Red Berries,
12-oz box or 98% Fat Free Smart Start,
17.5-oz box, Mix or Match
(Limit two deals please.)

Fresh, Farm Raised
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Buy One Get One

Tilapia Fillets

Nabisco SnackWell's
Cookies or Crackers

Chicago
Rolls, 8-ct.

Assorted Varieties, 5.5 to 10-oz box
(Limit two deals please.)

Crispy, Crusty, Fresh,
From the Publix Bakery,
12-oz pkg.

